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PADUCAH.KY.. THURSDAY EVENING,JUNE 3, 1908

VOL. XXIII NO. 134

Co. Attorney W.L. Krone,ofLyon, SCHOOL IS ENDED
PADUCAH RETAINS Allies Will Stand Together When OLLIE JAMES IN
OFFICIAL PLACE Fight Comes Off in Convention at PADUCAH TODAY Threatened With Anonymous Note WITH EXERCISES
FIIIEG FENCES That He Should Resign His Office OF COMMENCEMENT
IN FEDERATION Chicago—Hitchcock is On Ground
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Big First .District Congress- Call for Troops Justified by •••
GHOLSION 'At'QUITTED.
d
e9 Ten Young Men and Women
man Has No Information to
Conditions Aro'undEddyville ;
Graduated From High
Hopkbeerilits Ky., June 4. ff
4
411
(slovial•)—Max titiolson, a half
Divulge.
and tiuttawa—Courage of breed Indian, charged with night
School This Evening.
riding
in
connection
with
tha
Official, Who Stands Alone.
acquit.

raid pn Hopkinsville, was
regula•
1111/11 tr.811 Ripka
ted. The Jury was out a few
County
Interest
in
Convention
1111111•
that
Liman High School on TO
like
the
one
deg
minutes,
It)
',see the .-weent. booms N
thickening
Dangers
are
around
Chicago. June I.—Practically a'. t
Here Saturday.
morrow Night.
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County Attorney W. L. Krone, of
the Republican national committeeThose Haw. nrs•
Stales 1112.0e.
Lyon county, as'etown by an anonynwn are here for the contest., which;
of the beet material and
mous letter he received this week
4 made
begin tomorrow. Anti-Taft condi- ,
Rink..
pr.1144,
sergt.
etonem
THOSE SEEKING FOR HONORS which warned him to resign from his
EXERCISES
OF
CLASS
DAY
11USINIkent (id? THE felliAlOND DAY dates base their hopes on the work;artNelesid
help the
office. The letter Was dated at KutOf the committee. If the contested 4 would be glad to
buying Ow dugs.
taw& ands mailed to Attorney Krone,
Taft delegates are thrown out' it;board in
It is as follows:
g`nod chance. Regives the field
_
Tonight the annual commencement
'Congressman Oak. Ni. James arports revived of Roosevelt's renorul-,
,'W. L. Krone. Eddyville, Ky.
rived
In
the
city
this
morning
from
of the High school will be held at
l'inakiesa—Mes. Letcher Riker
nation are laid to anti-administration
throw
up
"I would advise you to
the Kentucky theater, by the class of
Marion, presumably to feel the local
Harrodisburg.
m•.n as means to weaken Taft. Hitchyour office and step down and out.
its. The speaker of the evening will
Democratic
pulse.
Mr.
said
James
cock, Taft's manager. today
the-president — St i.
flout
Wm had better heed."
be the Rev. E. S. Harris, of Humall elements are agreed on the plan
517 votes. Vice-presidential talk is
1.uella Wool,("0 Wigton.
Feeling in Lyon county against
boldt. Tenn., who has selected "The
of sending a solid t instructed delegagetting vigorous. Secretary Corte%
Second tie...pre..1.1,11(
tion fri
Kentucky to Denver.. for Attorney Krone by persona who have
Search for the Blue Flower" as his
..1.,
Hammond.
Governor
Imo;
Deneen.
of
111,
11
,
11..14
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.
.
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subject. The stage has been decoWillieiJ. Bryan, and both seem good reason to fear a faithful official
I Onois, and Chester I. bong. of KaliGress.
The class 13 pacing race tomorrow rated
prettily with flowers for the
confident that the convention in Lex- is strong. as shown in tile unwarrantl:AP. are the latest mentioned..
retro sice.presideut —
ed attack OD the attorney Monday, afternoon should furnish one of the commeneeinent by the school board.
ington will follow their wishes.
There is one important difference
James A. Ileitis, enamels.
exciting
growing
most
contests
season
and
this
feeling
seems
to
be
of
the
although the board has refused- perMr. James professed not to knee'
between the table compiled by .the
Fourth sicepossident — SIrwho will be chairman of the state more bitter every day. Those citi- There are five starters and only three mission for the graduates to receive
allies and that made. up b. the TattIda Withers Marti-Am, Lesingion
convention, and could not verify the zens who desire the enforcement of seconds difference in the best time flowers. The woodia‘..n scene will be
ers. It is that the allies :eft out of
sec r.• a r) —
Itr•el)rdineg
report that Judge Robbins. of May- the laws, are giving indifferent sup- made by them this spring, for a mile used and the graduates will be seatvotes
censideretion
altogether
the
-2'29
Lillian Lindsey. Crankfert.
•
would preside. fle said the port to the county attorney and Judge Brook Hill holds first place with a ed in a semicircle on the stage with
there
am
('ontests.
whey,
for wish h
nlar)
Chili-ago, Jitne 4.-:Chicago headnext
would he a Democrat Crumbaugh, while their enemies are mile in 2:32 last Tuesday. Sam the faculty, while the school 'board
president
where
Mr. Hitchenck put all those in
quarters of Governor Johnson. of and
illekno. Hardin, Illarn.h._
will be W. J. losing no opportunity to intimidat,, Patch has worked a mile this year will, occupy a box.
that
Democrat
one set of contestants was instructed Minnesota, iersied a statement that
Marg.
Bran. Mr. James will leave this them. It has gotten to the point in 2:33. Rain in the Face in 2:34,
The girls of the class will wear
the refu-al of Mars land and 14)0151- afternoon.
— Soo. th
Muir. 1 ftur Taft,
where these two men stand practical- and Gus B and Tobe Scott in 2:35. white dresses, and the young men
gav.•
evidence
aih.s
plentiful
Tile
indorse
Brsari
ilk'
ana conventiens to
McCracken ctounty will hold a con- ly alone in their position against law-, Races of this kind wbere the starters will be dresaed in blue serge stilts
that they Sr.' allies. In Pittsbutg. oil; prevent the Nebraskan's nomina1 ederaik.t. matetary — Sir'..
vention
Saturday to elect delegates lessness, and the call for more troops are evenly matched please the public, with black bow ties
Following the
Joe"
where "Uncle
Cannon foregath- tion on first ballot. They declare
c. It. Weever, lensiaville.
and the management of the club is request of the school board, the gradto
the
Lexington
convention. This was made only in dire necessity.
ered with tit•nistor ifeinenway and Johnson sentiment is growing while
tiuilliter—istre Frank loory.
No raids by large bodies of men going to make every effort to classify uates will not make any elaborate
county Is entitled to 14 delegates.
R..presentative ban.dia of the Fair- lloan sentiment is receding.
Pmts.
are looked for in Lyon county, but the horses properly throughout the show of dress. The spade from the
The Couvention,
banks camp. and Senator Knox's.
-4
Interest In the Democratic con- the situation has settled down Into season. The heavy rains of the past graduating class will be presented to
manager, Representative James Fran BOYS TrItli %HAWK WALLS
vention and committee meetings Sat- personal and individual feuds and an- two days will put the track in fine the B seniors. This has been done
;also-fled balletirrg resulted in th•
Iturke, the al:lance was frankly
OF VACANT RESIDENCE. urday is increasing among members imosities.
shape and fast time is expected.
oil class night for the past few years.
el..-( inn of officers of the Sentswk) admitted. And they ;tor nillch satis---party
and
the
the
of
indicatiotle
are
In the class are seven girls and three
because
Isiale' IN .1a-retest'. of Wonsan's elutes faction out of the conference
Wednesday afternoon five small that there
will be a good crowd at
boys. The class roll is: Misses
01•••••••••00006
Ii. *own above, In thie niorning•s ses- they got assurances at last that Sena- boys about five years old entered
the court house when the chairman
Saidee Marie Smith, Margaret Beasion
Paducah noising one state (M- tor Knox was one of the allies.
vacant rtoidemse of 'Mrs Fannie Al- calls the convention to order.
trice Schwab, Ethel Virginia Sights,
eer. and in the races for first sic.lard. of Harrison street. and with
There, will be no contest for inHelen Hills, Lucille F. Well, Eunice
pre-dent and seeond sleaspiesid..nt.
Hammond in Earessert.
hatettets ruined some of the plaster structions to the state convention, as
Irene Robertson, Bess Marie Lane,
hyr York. June 4.—Charles W ing in four roome, whet, one suggeetItody ran strung. Mr.. F.dtnund
a great majority of Democrats are
and Messrs. Gus Elliott, Edwin Wall
Post .ballned to stand for re-election Truslow, attorney for John
ed they haves a battle with..the walls
interest in the
Randle and J. Will Rock. Miss Milder'
I.. the third vt.....-presid...rey., which Ilamniond. declares the latter is in of the rooms for the enemy. [Alec- for Bryan, and all the
First district centers around the
....tad ha... received, 1...-aus.• her eat nest as app'icant for the Republi- liVe T. J. Moore was put to work or
Paris, June 4.—William Gregory, military editor of the 'La Gauisls,
(Continued on Page Three.)
vire-presidential
nomination. the job, as a eas thought some hobos. party organization and the selection
plans for twit year will carry- her out ran
of delegates to the national conven- attempted, to assassinate Major Alfred Dreyfus, the French military
Ouggenlithis's
resigned
as
Ilatumond
of Abe elate frequentl). The laden.u..i
were guilty, but after a search the tion at Denver.
the
transferring
noted
martyr,
the
body
of
Zola.
the
ceremopy
during
•
tem gave her a rising vot.‘ for her minin g engineer and will devote him- detective omid place the guilt on no
writer and friend of Dreyfus. to the Pantheon. Gregory was standing
011ie
James
will
he
hacked
for
one
LANING INDICTED
ettii
in tellies's.' it.., clubs 041f-to-his eanvitss.
one but the. lads. No. prosecution, of
witrin three feet of President Failieres when he fired two shots at Dreythe delegates from the state at
Into the federation.
•
will follow.
arm,
was
seriously
loot.
fus.
bullets
entered
his
right
he
not
The
but
large. while Senator Conn Linn and
Mrs Leteher "FA ker wits re'oloeted
was leaving the Pantheon to review the
Norwalk. 0., June 4.—Republican
Gus Thomas. of Mayfield, are tipped Fallierest party. including Dreyfus,
ti /1 maii rst. of ea mo of 74 VOles
IRLAITORit LOVER c.ilti'ED
troops. A* they passed Gregory, in the press stand, he fired. With cool- Congressman J. F. Leaning and Jas.
delegates
from
the
district.
as
toi.r. Mr). James a Netchell. of Dow!
111
to the reviewing stand without F. Gibbs, F. W. Christian and WilThree . candidates are out for ness Fallieres and diplomats proceeded
Ing Green, reces.ing h votvs and Mit,/1
manifesting any concern and prevented a stampede. Gregory was arrest- liam Perrin were indicted in connecFifth liegsh. ads of leaf tobacco
of
MeCracken;
S.
Rosa.
elector:
'J.
yuella Roy d. of t'ovington. I 11.111'. were so:d at the as:Relation salesbystanders before he was rushed to tion with the failiere of the Ohio
Because elle. alleged that Tom Jones
Moore. of Ballard, and Ward ed. Gregory was badly beaten by
For flret vice prellident Mise !melts room' today at prices ranging from colored, had promised to marry he John M.
feature of the affair is that it promise* to Trust company. Lansing has been
The
worst
station.
police
the
Caldwell.Roy d.. liaavinglon, 46 voies; Mr. la to 12 t•ents. Several prominent and he was s., slow :Omit having Ce Headley. of
reauaken the tight over the Jewish question throughout France.
renominated. He declares enemies
For state central committeeman.
James A. Rudy. Itadurah. :to rotes brokers are expected to visit the mai- ouremen) performed, Kate Hughes
picked the grand jury.'
C.
Emery,
of
Paducah,
and
Ed
W.
and Mis James A Mitchell.
rotes. ket tomorrow or next day and It is alias Minnie Wilkerson, colored, nearFor second
%ice
president. Mrs eep...t...1 the sales this week will be ly cut off her hoer.. left leg last Crossland. of Mayfield. are contestJanes .%.Mltrt.li. Boa ileg Greet'. 46 up to the average.
night. Jones was sitting on his ants. and Senator N. W. Utley. of
a ,,.... Ws. Janet. A_ Rudy. 21, anti
Porch on Ninth street between Ken- Lyon, and Henry Lawrence. of Trigg,
A committee from the Retail GreMrs Gators Via). Laois:goon. I sot..
tucky avenue and Washington street. each want to he the, member of the
er,' association was In consultation
For third vice president. Mrs Jam.,
FEEDING CHILDREN
when Minnie entered and with a knit,. executive committee from the First
this afternoon with Chief James ColAfter the district.
A Rudy, -fit votes, and Mr, Palmer.
began carving on him.
lins and Mayor Smith in regard to
Bryant,
4.—Dr.
C'hicago, June
there
is
violent
oppcs
Although
a
off
on
I vole. 'For (mirth viee president
started
woman
the
New leek, June 4 --The Chil- cutting
the prosecution of grocers keeping Grover Cleveland's physician, was
'candidate's
tion
among
many
of
the
Prince
Mrs. 142 Withers Harrison. Ea vote-.
Patrolmen Wood and
but
run,
thou
society
is
receiving
Relief
dren's
open on Sunday. One warrant has called home from the national medical
and Mrs. Laura
Lexinirtim, 2
were on'her trail, and at Twelfth and for county office to the primary being
been gotten out by the association, conference and it is reported that
sands of donor's contributions as the
called for this fall, it is practically
4,,i41,
For recording (44.er.darv, Mis,
her
arrested
they
streets
Harrison
re.'-ult of the diseloeure that hundreds
and the grocer was fined, but it is Cleveland is worse.' Bryant refesect
conceded that the primary will be
this
Lind/spy. 64) voles; Miss
cosirt
to
be
in
unable
was.
Jones
said that some grocery stores were to discuss the case,
of pupils among east side school
den Hardin. Harrodebure. 4, ate1
the case was continued. held on the regular election day. or
it oil were I m iwoperly -fed . They plan morning, and
If Judge Walter Evans will sustain own for sales last Sunday. The mainone year, In advance of the election
Mrs Ranks. Riehmond. I vote, 11or
soitju kitchens and thee Noah Wands,
the sale of the Mergenthaler-Horton bats of this association are content
1..p.ondlog seerttery's race. Mise fiatCol. J. R. ,Lemon, of Mayfield. is when the offices will be filled. It is basket facotry to F. E. Lack for that
Is not their place to get out
where all children mett mad get one
to
scheme
in
this
believed
there
is
a
den Hardin 7.5 votes. Mrs. C. I' We'.in the cily today.
warrante
and want the co-operation
square meal daily. '•
the
that
assured
fact
is
an
it
$34.075
judgment
on
-aspirants,
take snap
it r. Louisville. 6 votes. Treasurer's
who have not been laying their plans plant will be operated. While names of the police in keeping the grocery
GRANDFATHER'S HEIRS
,11e.. Mrs. U. r Mule. Nieholasaille,
to capture the nominations long in are withheld it has been learned that i storesi cloned on Sunday.
11; vol. ii. 51r.(1'. P. Weaver. Ismis
thei
tease
advance, and it is feared that candi- foreign capitalists want to
vine. 5. and Mrs. Sims 4 votes. FedTo investigate $7,000 • worth of
Murray. Shy or Haan'.
dates exposed to public scrutiny plant for at least live years, and that
clArintt secretary, Mrs C. P. Weaver
the plant will be kept in operation I The game between the Paducah property, that' has miter been disadvance
of
the
cammonths
in
many
I etilsville. 14 votes, Mn' Frank Lowtributed among the heirs. Caleb Harpaign will be made to suffer politi- for that time. While there is doutotilndependents and the Murray Invin,' Part, IQ vetoes.
Auditor. 'first
rison. of Grabantylle, left this mornwill
susEvans
whether
Judge
to
as
cibles,
arranged
for
next
Monday,
has
cally.
ballot, Mts. Frank 1.owr). Paris, 21.
..•111
lain the second sale, it would he good been called off On account of the in- ing for Hopkinevale. Mr. Harrison's
esi
Mr.. I.
Willis, Shelbyville.
brace for Paducah's business to have ablity of the management to reach grandfather cewned considerable prop...,e0f111 haliOr,. Wra
Lowry 25
the basket factor). In operant/it.
an agreement as to terms. It seems erty near Hopkinsville. When Harsious, titre Willis 10 vole's.
that
the Murray team, which has a rison was quite young his father
Mn.. [ha flookinbridee, of Lex- Treasury officials Find That
record
of not losing a game this ma- moved from Hopkinevilles and at the
ington, was eleeted delegate from th.
Captain Mike Williams. of the ma- MARVIN TURNER 'BRYAN
Tulaa.I. T, June 4.—A' posse !son, desires to keep up the- record death of his grandfather the propCONGESTION.
FROM
DIES
Certificates,
(leering
House
genera!
city
a
fine
Ketitucki federation to the
pursuing three robbers who looted rine ways, ham given the
erty was not all divided. Just reMarvin Turner Bryan, the 3-year- and will not go up against Hollan's
feiltration., in Boston. June 22, and
the hank of Fairiand and getting white flagnpole fifty feet long. The
cently Mr. Harrison learned that
players.
Are
Untaxed,
!Alva
aid
Mrs.
Dallas
Bryan.
and
Mien 11.111e Bwcd, lamlsville. wa•
there was 17.000 worth of property
ilottoo. Robhers entered the town pole wile:We erected on the city hall. old son of Mr.
ik,
4,:als
't of congestion
elected alternate.
with Interest on It for 110 years, that
on hoist
-hack and rode away after and on June 15. flag day, a flag wilt of Elolva. died last l
Cheapest For Banks.
funeral will be
be raised. The gift is appreclateBby of the stomach.
should come to his sister, Mrs. John
1.4ttle could be jearned 'about th ,
rifling the vaults
WINS
LOCAL
OPTION
at 10 o'clock.
the city officials. The pole Is a fine held tornorroW moral
Slinmons. and his brother. Joseph
place qt
meeting
probehle neat
one. and Captain Williams did much The burial will he in Wallace cemeHarrison, of Missouri. Mr. Harrison
child Killed Hy Hall.
though it is known that flarrodshure.
County.
tery,
Marshall
I.—Treasury
Washington, June
Springfield, Ill.. June 4.—The FII- war in Paducah today. but tart Sat
' o
Owensboro and Lohleville are in the
June 4.—George of the work himself.
Covington,
Ky..
the
preme court denied the saloon inter- Hopkirrsville in the hope of learning
race. This will lw devided either in officials have found a defect in
Frame Building.
most Gleason, one year old, died from
ests a rehearing in the O'Brien came, something of the legacy.
the eoupen meeting this afttrnoor neig currency law, making the
Inoperative. They being hit on the cheek trith a batted
Mr. Ed 'Greif has taken out a whereby the local caption law Was deaftrr the humilities tesolon, or in the imiltirtant feature
'hundred million ball. He is theidath victim in this
building permthfor a frame building clared valid.
exesutive board meeting Friday morn insist that the five
emergency will sieve!. be Issu,,d. neighborhbod of the bibeball season
on Kentucky avenue between FourMg. As Mrs. kileer.-the prealdent.
law fails to make clearing house thus far,
filf.
teenth and Fifteenth streets, to cost
eecretary.
ard Mins Hardin. the
THE SUN'S GREAT voTiN“
Illegal or to tax them.
Isom ilarredshurg, a.stmng effort is veetitleates
Deputy United States Marshal El- $1,500, The contractor is John Arts.
CONTROT,
currency is heavily
emergency
The
being put forth to have the federation
wood Neel returned this morning
WitAlfinCR.
taxed to force its retirement as soon
there next rear.
Chicago, June 4.—The American
from Cairo. where he served papers
1 VOTE FOR
as Ire emergency Is over. Officials
Federation of Labor campaign comon the excursion steamer "J. S."
With the business stosion this affear banks will resort to clearing
gasoline
owns
a
Rounds,
who
$.5•0,000
raise
mittee
to
has decided
Prank
t.rnoon. the enderatIort proper' will house certificates, which are untaxed,
0 01
to be n
need to put labor candidate*. in
t at Owensboro, had the papers
Prof. C. C. fitaxion in times' of 'panic, Initead ot pay,Ing
come to an end
the field where regular nominees reissued on complaint trat the steamer
of the UnIvereity of Tennessee. will heavily for emergency blase
damaged his boat about 9250. The
fuse to support the labor program.
Ipcturf at, the Caelno. Wallace park
J. S. Is running excursions out of
tonight on the rights of children an
Xi
DiSt
Cairo. and Marshal Neel served the
woman's opportstrilt.., which will be
papers on Captain John Strechfes.
the last meeting which the delegotes
The captain will come to Paducah
will attend. This. afternoon the
Postofnce
this afternoon and execute a bond
London. June 4.-- Dispatches front
'Mesta will be taken over the city by
After sitting in the waiting room
before
Federal
drourt Clerk
$7M1
of
loss
fort)
of
the Automobile club, winding up at %untrue& _report the
of the Union station for several hours
J. R. Puryear.
Minneapolis, *June 4.—The police Mrs. S. F. Lillie was brought to the
Mayor and Mr.. James P. Omith's hosts in a typhoon. Two hundred
•
Street No.
it le a'sesres- for a and seventy persons are reported
declare James Montague. 15 years police station this morning by PatrolPIMUI)er home.
old, who killed A. ft. Camden, is the man Bryant and Rousch and Patina
resseetion, the last social event of the drowned.
•
queerest murderer on record. Tbe Kirk, of the Illinois Central force.
meeting.
ao) is believed to be demented,
Small Hemp Crop.
is,crazy and could not ex.
had never seen Camden before and lr
asin where she was going. She says
• All Pleamed.
Isexington, Ky.. JUN) 4.—W. J
This ballot when
properly
Delegates will begin to le-ave to- Loughridge. president of the AmeriHigh.
lasw.
Close. said he felt the necessity of killing she is 57 years old, and that she is , tilled out and brolieht or mullud
ZulY—
4 He insists he gets $150 from Smithville. Mo. She asserts
111119(1'. 89% gem.. one.'
night:though most of them will leave can Hemp company, announced Mai
91
Whf
to the Contest Department saf
6a 7
Friday rnotning at 11:20 o'clock.
,4
there would only be a half crop of
in% for every mann he kills. The police that she started to Charleston, W.
The Sun will count as one
mattbeen
dlitoovereeblontague
had
but
YR , on
"gyei'y-thtng has been k)sooty
Visit to her son.
47 •
She will ' vote.
40
(NIA
411'
hemp this year. We said that the old
ax the enclemmtiOi erbp had been aeld and that VI a
.1:1.72% 111.47% 13.67% quisradtbs an a girl sad they are try- he held or several deyiss and If she
Ova weathel
,
Vold after June 11.
s So
8 524 S.5i4 ing ro trace other mysterious crimes does not Improve, prohah•y lc!!! be
hundred was the *best price possible
I ri
him.
to
750
sent
to
the
asylum
Hopkinsvale.
priday.
tens
7.45
at
probilbly
and
7.45
tonight
this rola.
Pair
(annalist oa ?stf...,.F°'LLX
•
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•
111.1111
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Mrs. Riker Reelected President
of State Organization.

a.

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

CLASS B PACERS
SHOULD SATISFY
LOVER OF HORSES

JOHNSON CLAIMS
BRYAN CAN'T IN
ON FIRST BALLOT

Attempt on Life of Dreyfus.

FIFTY HOGSHEADS SOLD

•

•

lb

WANT TIGHT LID

BASKET FACTORY
WILL BE STARTED
BY CAPITALISTS

CLEVELAND'S DOCTOR
CALLED TO HIS HOME

SMALL FORTUNE DUE

NEW EMERGENCY ISSUE WILL NEVER BE
INVOKB, BECAUSE OF YlIAL OMISSION
POSSE AFTER ROBBERS

CAPT. WILLIAMS' GIFT

J. S. LIBELLFIR GIVES
• BOND IN U. S. COURT

QUEER MURDERER
HAS KILLED MANY
IT IS BELIEVED

'LOST IN TYPHOON

Chicago Market.

1 401

•
LABOR IN POLITICS

CRAZY WOMAN HELD

•

t

PLEASANT

I

IOW

•

THE piatisiuf HigENING SUN.

PAGE TWO.

TIVIltSDAT, JUNE 4.

edh

I PADUCAH MATINEE CLUB
Opening Meet of the

BIG
RACES

I

Friday, June 5th

BIG
RACES

"Pansy Blossom" starts against track record. "Billy Buck," Paducah's Peerless
. Trotter, will start.

3

Deal's Band

Admission 25c

Races Start at 2:30

3

,I to :ere ice beyond- the term of his ex. !calied itaili as herein prest eibtAr. eltall
leting E0111111.r.tiOh or, culistniente 'be eubject to 1 Pial by court-re:treat
;There is :moth. r mot islou requlieng land shall be punished as emit eourtNEW MILITIA LAW.
as
that "when lit., never:airy to exerritte mar...hal eliall diet., •
_.04.__,- She majority aiviubttneiii.,_ or ,a..h
.444.411
tlee tette 4,4e theeteanee.,-,4
114111.0NAL LICAAJUK.
letiret lion or repel iniesion canuOt be eourIeuxitial for the trial of tithe/es
INTO KENTUCKY AMOUNT.
EXAMINATIONS
CA LkLED
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LIFE INSURANCE 1 BASEBALL NEWS
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PAID

A SUCCESS WE'RE PROUD OF

1 glif

And it's something to be proud of when so great a throng of
well-satisfied men respond so promptly to an announcement'of a
special sale, as occurred last week when we offered our Walcoff,
Udell & Go. purchase of Outing Coats and Pants at 54k on the
dollar. These $10, $12 and $1,5 two-piece suits at

6.49

Old CoughS
. . .. • •

cneritoral.

z.c.,,.,...... ihealth

At Kt. Laski.
St. Louis Chicago, rain, no game.

MORE THAN $2,000
In Good=as-Cash Prizes

A $700 Lot
In beautiful Gregory
Height'.

441

It

I

Will be given away absolutely free to the- 'most
popular: men and women
in-11_Paducah and vicinity.

At Philadelphia.
R H E
Score
11 /I 5!
Ph I I adelphia .
6 6
Washington .
Batteries -- Bender
and
Smith;
Fralkenburg, Burns. Cates and Street.

A $300 Piano
A $150 in Furniture
Ail;arner Bros.

tiOLLEXiE BASEBALL.
4.-Navy
Annapolis. June
Army G.
Princeton, Jose I.-Princeton 9.
Amherst 0.

The ripples Witted In sltisn joy
And *Id the oar blade. water
*veneer!:
The oar blade told the sailor boy,
Who
‘id
,orsang our love to all the

A SIN leggy nol largess
Powell I;ogere

A Special Suit Sale for
Friday and Saturday

$25 Values for

At Sew York.
R H
Score:
I 7 I
'New York
6 14 I
Boston
Batteries& -Orth and Blair; Glaze
and Mt Parland.

Mummer Love
It was not I that dared betray
What none should know save you
and we:
.
The moon beheld from heaven's way
And told the tale to all the sea.

Displayed at W. T. Miller's

At

R H Ei
2 11 1
1 6_ 1
Schmidt;

DeWitt's WItrh Hazel Salve. It
especially good for piles. Be sure
Sold by all drugto get DeWitt's.
gists.

UN Diamond aim
Displayed at Wolff's.

4

At Detroit.
Score:
Detroit
Cleveland .
Batteriest-Willett and
Joss and N. Clarke.

of which we still have abotst 100 suits
to dispose of; all sues and patterns to
select from.

20
Of the

well-known Kruppenheimer make.

These suits were late cuttingsl and rather than
carry them over foe next season, they dosed
tkem out to us at a price, and you'll reap the
benefit. They have hand-made shoulders, collars and lapels; there is every new color of thc
season; each suit showing the care with duich
the cutting, making and selection of materials
have been looked after. Your unrestricted
choice of this entire purchase for twenty dollari.

Wcarian''s Hanle- Campanian
for Jun..

These are but a few of the prizes.
Read the full particulars n
enotlIcr page of Tke Sup, s.

Poe ewe, sprains, braiiimt burnt, rheumatie
1101 all lalter_iitta., as. McLean'. Volcanic Oil
"Vniniiint ?vest ectil Ii 1102, 0111 the Mathe
.11
to-m.41y in ilea (1414.4.1 foe 'nal at
'out. Woe • 'OW itgl I 51.00.
It it man has an Iron conittltntIon
his seem. to ,thisk that if he drank
e s'er be would rust It.

PADUCAH'S GREATEST
See Window
CLOTEING STORE `",
.;
:̀,c'st)--'---t5W1
40911
4-416 eitomma:
Display

lL,

.11AI
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51st FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TOMORRO
Big dollars saved Friday. Attractive goods at bargain prices. Take advantage of these
offerings. Below is a partial list of tomorrow's savings, down to calicoes.
Stirring Values in

Notion Bargains

MILLINERY
nia rka
tat to ngly
ha willful Hats with
dainty. airy
'out bee fur summer, many of them
worth double and some of item Ihi
times tomorrow's, Friday, bargain
pr

Silks Compning for Honors
in Unusual Value Giving.
114

A go at assortment of 5tot, Silks on
glacial sale at :;:ic a yard.
Yard wide Taff. ta Silks at the
titar‘cloO., low pile's of 59v, 75e, S9t•
stellar... a yard.
tat
'Ilks at 2Ii• to 411C it yard
tonterr
Friday.

Extraordinary barga.n sal.

n Em-

broideries. Lace .. It, Collar:, Fans
Combs, Perfumes. Parasols, Umbrellas. lianditerehlefs and other wanted
hot weather merehandise all on spr-

Friday, 5.4e Belts at 29e; lite bottles

Department Store

of Perfume at 5.-; t1.50 Gloves at

North Third Street, Just Off Broadway,

Oat sale and spatial prices tomorrow.

$1,19.

A Great Sale of Hosiery and
' Underwear.
•Mo-I remarkable values of the season:
Women's aate Hose down to 29c.
sena, 25c [lose down to lie.

Intensely Interesting

Some lite Oose down to 7c.,

Dress Goods Prices
Off. t t
That vividly at, roor.:Irati•
this saw
extraordinary values; and
titidero !ling pritos 2.5e goods down to
15e
-ow goods down to 29r. 35..
and 39e. Other dregs goods bargains
up to itse a yard.

imueill11111111111111111111111111V
I

Phenomenal Values in White
Goods, Calicoes and Wash
Goods and Lawns.

tat

Ladlea' Pee Gauze Vests down to 7e
Lutt;e4' $1.:po Muslin Skirts down
9Nc_

Newest Fashionable Skirts
Sacrificed.
11.-re are 15 Voile Skirts to b.tomorrow.
A few slit Voile Skirts for $5 34.
A f• w $11, Voile Skirt's for $a;.-lm.
A la w $12 Voile Skirts for $7.19.
A few 513 Voile Skirts for as-49.
A few $111 Voile Skirts for $1.11 -00•
Anode r lot of ‘'oile Skirts at
51
A ft- w
Panama _Slart.s.,

Laditls' aot. Cur etCovers down to
3Ge.

Ftiday at $5.ate.
A few $lo Panama Skirts Friday
for $11.15

Ladies' 25e Straw
down to Sc.

A few 8!? Panama Skirts,
Friday for $7.47,

Sun

Bonnets

Terrific Reductions on Silk
Dresses Friday.
Fan. y Striped Silk Suits cheap at
$12. for46.95 Friday.
1112a 'Taffeta Silk Dresses cheap
at 412.51), for 97.50 Friday,
Black Taffeta Silk Dress worth
to $is for $9.75 Friday.

Shirtwaists Sacrificed Friday
_
_Lot zWaizti at 69e_ worth up to $1
1.ct, Waists at 9Se worth up to
$1.75 each.
Lot Waists r.t $1.46 worth up to
$2.2,5 each.
Lot Silk Petticoats, sped..; Friday
at $4.90,

,

Another sale of 40-inch fine India
1.1non worth 1-!ic to lac a yard for
only 10c.
$1.00 White Quilts 85c Friday.
IOC Long Cloth 8 1-3e Friday,
Bleached Muslin thae was 9c, for
7c Friday.

Friday and Saturday Bargains
in the Clothing Department.
Lot .boys'
.
.
":poe-131ue Overall Suits
! for only 29e a suit.
Lot boys' $125 Crash Suits for
only 75c a suit.
Broken lot men's 5.0c Summer Underwear at
Broken lot men's 2,5e Straw lists
for 15c each.
Broken lot men's Suspenders for
15c a pair.
Lot boys' and girls' 50c Sailor Hats
for 29c and 35c each.
10 dozen men's .10c Negligee Shirts
special Friday and Saturday at 39c
each.
Lot men's $1.00 Soft Fur Hats.
special Friday and Saturday for 75c
each.
Lot men's 15e Wash Ties, special
at
10e each.
at
•

Special Prices on All Men's
Suits Friday and Sainrday.
Match there at our ldw velem-No.
no, not in Paducah at oar prices.
Suits at any price you want to pay.
<pecial Friday and Saturday from 85
up to $18 a suit.

Men's Cellars
Man's Loose Scarf Collars Friday
and Saturday at 10c each
Lot men's 10c Collars Friday and
Saturday at Sc each.

Shoes and Oxfords.
Not all sizes of each kiltd, but all
sizes in the lot. Children's Oxfords,
regular $1.O0 kind Friday at .. 75o
Misses' Oxfords, regular $1.26 _kind,
special Friday at
; 95c.
Women's $2:50 Oxfords, special Friday
g1.75.

Grocery Department.
$1.011
IS !ha C. *mar for
$1.00
1-7 lbs. Granulated Sugar
25c
7 bars Star Soap
25c
4 cans Pride Corn
6 cans Clipper Corn
25c
3 bottles Queen Olives
2.5c
24 lb. bag "Belle of Itsadotph" pat.
Flour
70a
3 pkgs. Toasted Corn Flakes for 2-.)c
3 bokes Search Light Matches for 10c
504
3 cans California Peaches for

at

•a

the upper Tennessee Sunday ad
Invocation-Rev. J. W. Bell.
that has ever been held. Throughout I company. The Egan will remain at return the following Wedattada)
Plantaeon nielody-The Coleridge- the year perfect harmony has reigned Memphis to do harbor work while the,
tie° eshi
The Cutaway took
Taylor Cal).
In all departments, and the best of A. J. Beardsley will undergo repairs parties acroos the river to the lel
Salutaton.. "Great Men as Types work has been done by the pupils.
The J. S. passed down yesterday this morning.
ard ' as Italividitais"-Laura Belle The average attendance of the schools from' the upper Ohio to Cairo. She
•
Hamilton.
has been 2,800, which is an increase will run excursions out of Cairo.
(Con(inued from tutge one.)
Official Forecarda.
Oration. "Great Men's Lives in- of 58 over last year. SuperintendThe Kt•ntucky is due tonight from
The Obit) at Evaneville and
fluereed 1)- Noble NVomen"-Ilenri- ent John A. Carnagey is especia:ly the Tenness • and wit return Satur1.0414%111e, Ky., June i,-(%)1. John d. it.
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Vernon will continue falling for
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or three days. it Paducah will
salutatorian and Miss
Dillow.. nil lit tisaticiation, arr!ved :71 !tianni on du part of the people not Eunice
Valedii atty. "The End Not Yet-- schools at the close of ls first year's
The Barth will go to Caseyville to- Orme to* fall slowly during tie
itebettson is president of the
1114 night from his home In !only in the Oho ',all. '. but the who:
work, and he is looking to a con- morrow to do harbor work for the 36 hours. At Cairo not muck
dass. The class to:ors are green and William ('it:vin Buford.
-4'-a-ru-Mittr., O. to render with the.. vartinter, and- an efficient staff of woyt gold.
, Chorus. "Inchaizi the Dogs of tinued improvement next year with I'Veld Kentucky Coal ,C01:001111.y _ while during the next 24 hours,
an enla-rged course of study. At all the Fannie Wallace comes to Padu- rise slightly.
it. fob 7s of the local executki.
m'ii, than he said the muddy 01 0
rWar"-Stiiisa.
The program is:
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'Ice, in altos,. hands arrang
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Music Deal's orchestra.
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M.,.D. 11.. Mean in Walden Uni- schools at heart, and has given them
The Wabash took an excursion of erton will continue falling for
Invocation -The Hey. M. E. Dodd.
his ejosest attention.
.a)titt!un, to be held October 22 awl 11...it boats of gr. at nize because of
colored people to Metropolis lase hours. At Johnsonville will rift
C.ass (-horns--"The High School trsity).
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27:
, hat.. Iv an left.
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Lee this week.
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Will Rock assiiined the role
of thc man in Paducah silty,' the lover
S
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NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove

,..tvio Lamp Inl:tn7hpas
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BOY ORATOR
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200,000 PLANTS

SCHMAUS SROS.

-- crime sas committed.
City.
0:d men's clothcs were borrow.id
nrsery lines companv eren better
from a neighbor, and at Mound City %hill it do. --e't
nomi4tn‘
Wk.
ti,:s pharmacy- as one where t!,,ir
she met McKenzie. who was gotqy to
prest-riptiotts are cornillourdfrol w.th
Water Vailey
,.1c,t,tote accuracy apd the purest of Louisville. At
csu ass. wiTuri teedicine is needed in found her long hair was mlMrnit'j to
under her hitt and bad a ncg-e.
your
ow:: tb wi.!1 keep
woman to cut it off. She put it in
to have us pr pa
It. TI-en ‘yon'.1:
1‘., sure of not defeating the dee tor's .her peeks; anti rerards It as a treasure. Paducah was reached early
to make the sufferer
sincs. then she
Tlink that over. Telephone us. Tuesdity morning. and
has been walking over the city.
Both phones 1:56.
Last night she and McKenzie went
to the Union station, where they met
Warren Baker. of Memphis. and
Seventh and Broadway.
-John Nicholson. a 16-year-old PaduPhones 7511
cah boy. Several cans of beer had
Men. drunk when Patillo Kirk received a tin she was a woman. Quietadvancing Mr. Kirk played hobo,
ESTABLISHES) I571.
and after learning their Intentions
cared Tnttroltnen -Bryant and Rottsch
KENTUCKY.
from their hidlhg places and the
long have,ou been
UNITE!) STATER DE1•OSTTORY.
bunch was nabbed.
paying rent? Do
Capital, Surphis and Undivided Peseta
osm
$400,000 011
Tbis mortiing in court McKenzie
Shareholders Reeponsiliility
•
2100.000 04)
admitted he knew his companion was a picket on the fence or a
Total Responsibility to Depostitore
000.000 00
a woman. hut the two other boys did
shingle on the roof? Now
S. B. HU(711114, President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Tice President.
not know Mrs. Cilrard. When arrestJ. C. VTTEREACH. Cesiden, C. IC RICH.tRDSON, Amt. Cashier.
think.. V)00 per
ed the men cursed and abused ,the stop
INTEREST P.4ID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
and
natrolmen and were fined $1
mouth or 20.: a day will
DIRECTORS.
,osts this morning in pollee court.
A. R. ANSPACHER. S. B. HUGHES, EL A. FOWLER., J. L. FRIED.
start you, and after the
M ‘N. .1. C. 1"1"TI.:ItIlACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
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ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Office
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ow 34111 •

Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Olana,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.

Residence Phones

Old 725(
Pil•wr 725

Campbell Uulldlrig, PtiduCah, Ky.
•

Good Workmanship
First-class Material
SQUA1E DEALING
WM. Intik tin Ow largest plumbing bushiest; In
tut ky.

My object is ter make it larger.

Weitteen

kelt-

Estimate,' tree.

ED D. HANNAN
Starti Fitter
Both Phtsness 201

1.12 South Fourth Mt.

414it4olf Evening
MI Knights Will
Meet at Lodge litte1111 and Go
In • Body.

Memorial services for the departed
mernItlers of the Knights of Pythias
will be held next Sunday evening at
the German Evangelical church, the
Hee. William Bourquin preaching the
serviee. Only one member, II, J.
Bookhammer, has died In the past
year. There will be ispecial musk
for the service and the church mill be
decorated prettily. The Knights will
attend the service In a bodyThe
death roil' has sixteen names: L. - H.
raids-4 II. Gus Clark, James A. Bryan,
.1. A, Bryant, John L. Powell, W. A.
Gilliam, K. B. Jones. Andy Well, Sr.,
U. P. Robinson Ed Gleichman. A. L.
Well. C. .1. Wilson, Harry Whe..ler.
.1. M. Bunker, It. E. Stallings and If
J. Dookh a miner.
i• niftorm Rank.
The uniform 'rank of the Knights
of Pv . hlas will meet at Nineteenth
and ('hi). streets tonight for theft
regular drill. The members of the
rank will attend the state Meeting
ate Lexington next fall and intend to
carry away their share of the prises
offered for the best drilled company.
This Is the 'second drill held In the
open, and by mentioning this-drills all
esaMer the rank eSpects to he In fine
shape for 'Urchin lad trilling at
Lessitems.

loan is grinted it will only

cost you $96t a month
principle and interest on
each S,000 borrowed,
with 10 1-2 years to pay
back. We hare bought
and built 300 homes at
$1,000 each in the state in
the past two years, We
operate. in IS sates and
have been the means of
many a poor man getting
a home arid a start on the
road to independence.

The Standard Trust
Company
of Illicsilsoham, Ala.,

is incorporated with $500r
000, and as per last audited
report has $13,000 surplus
going in the loan funds
each month. Call or address for a few days-do
it today

State Manager,

W.E. Mathews
ilanaltega laws
.itotwass 8.a. in..aid 9 p. a.

tis,mi4St.

of Tom, th- janitor. and made much
out of a minor part. Ethel S.ghts
and Margaret Schwab as inotierta and
Goorgiana, th. twins. were ail infs.
voi:, as !sirs are supposetel tn -be
totruitly and
M'ss
NI::ae Bess
Lane as May and Nellie Las.t,,a, wee,
refreshing in their work ;end their
t!nt-s
(X the musival numb -re, the duets
of Miss 'Re SP -tare and Gus Elii,ett n
"I'd Like to Rock Verti in My Heart."
was greeted wdh merle.d applaesa.
Miss Detain IltItm. sang "What the Rose
Said." isith humorous effect.
Miss
Ethel Sights sang "Cupid-- Piet •" 4
clev,t
song with one stanza TeHigh school. -The
latlopr to the
Girls of P. II. " was sung by Hdirin
.Randle w th tire chorus. "Under
the Tropical Moon" was a good coon
snag for Will Rock and
with his
enjoyed. The
dame we' greatly
school girt chortle sang "I Can't Do
That
and the (losing chorus
was "I Want to Do Beek"
The play was staged and rehearsed
under the direction of Miro ..linna
turd Stewart. and the relic with which
the voting actors elletinguiehtd them.orts was due largely to MiFs Stew art's toletalOW. Miss Allah I. Brazed'n had sinsehlslon Of the musical
'Ambers and the seines which lent
Tom Ii for the sncerttes of the play.

MANUEL WEINSTOCK

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It Is a inset it•al cheaper to pliers sansal awbseripoons to eeverd magazines at 'tbe 61113)* time and order them all tomeber Plum
us. than it by ir,
:Ile same Magazines singly or De-rn, to them
Combination cab offers are now made 'by whirl subeenerately.
serihers to aeveral magizines an secure bargain prices, goznistimes
ire" .1g three or four mageeepe for the prig* of one or two. Subs,- pitting May be seat to different addressee, if desired, and may be.
• n with any month. Let as know what magnate*s you are taknig now or what magazines yos east to take next year. and we will
quuto the combination price. showing saving to be effected._
-SAMNA BARGAINS.
MeClore's Materna* $1.1e
COnITIOltolltaft •
-11.60
et
or Annerl, an
Home Magazine
..1.05
Reader Magazine.... 5.00
Metropolitan
..1.65
or American
or World Today
or Woman's Home
$3.00
Companion
56 00
All for Wei
All for 103.00, Half Price
Weekly Inter Oman
Reader Magazine ...$3 00
and Farmer ....$1 00
Review of Reviews ..200
McCall's Madnetno • • 10
Or Outing
(with pattera
or A !fleet'',
Home Magazine.... 1.00
11.•••••
or Smart Set
$6 00
$2.11
Roth for SOLON Half Priem
All for $1.15. Half IVIre
Home Magazine ... $1 00
Destener..
..$0 60
McClure's
..1
telth hyalites')
or Cosmotiolitaa
Onemeepolitan
I all
or A merle-an
Reader Magaziae ..
It 00
ar Sucteas
$2.50
$4 55
Both for $EM
All for 112.1111 °

DIES OF BLADDER THoU111.1: Sy
HOME OF' DAUGHTF:R.

oompipop netosceiptina natal nese, with
beautiful Renum niter
eover, listing all magazines singly and In clubs at
lottegt retell. Mint
you free on receipt of poestal card request.
_

•
a

it

• •

Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis, Indiana.

1:errner liusiners. Man of lAelitOtlie
to Priebe-eh Bei Fade of

'rite Hobbs-Merrill Company.

_
11111111nmem
Paducah did not afford the relief
Mr. Manuel Weinstock, of Centralia.
1,1, expected, for he dieelast night
at 10:40 o'clock at the residence or
his daughter, Mrs. Benjamin Michael.
Fourth and Ohl,p streets, from bladder trouble, after having been bare
only a week. Mr. Weinstock was 60
iears old and was born In Philadelphia. When young, he moved yrith
his parents to Louisville. where he
was In business for many years until
1903, when he went to Centralia. l'
He Is survived by four sons and
two daughters, Messrs. Alexander.
William and Samuel Weinstock. of
Louisville, and Charles Weinstock. of
Centralia, and Mrs. Benjamin ItiPharr
and Kra Jennie Weinstock. of Pn
durah. Two brothers, Messrs. Harmon and Abe WelOstork, also survive
him. The body wilt be taken to Louisville for burial. Mr. Weinstock had
many friends In Paducah and other
cities where he hai lived.
•
A boon companion Is seldom looked
upon as a boon by the family of the
mu be assoelatas

W. F. Payton,
Pre-Indent.

Rudy,
Cashier.

P. raryear,
Andstant Onatiler.

CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK •
(tarorrrrr tea.)
Ttalrd tired Iletatidkvety.

City Depository
Capital
Morphia,
Stockholders liability

State

1

a

Depository
.1110,000
50,000
100.1)00

Total Ileettrity to depositor.

$250,000
Awrnot• of Intik eltialn anti tlemg eel
biles!. nee appreciate
small ser well as large de1eedtor,4 and n(,ord
to all the same coshrteoun
treatment,
-

tOPNIUM111111111i

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOlfith
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM
7 TO a O'CLOCK.

•
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MR W. WHITTEMORE

VICTORY FOR
GOVERNMENT

X*M isiaetsx ALL

ITosam4)hOUR IN COTTON

LE.A.MS

NOW ON

In Chorea Cried. (Bye Us Newbesep tWarrnsts Iliargitur A.;esusistraety biased
and Two Men Surrender.
PtiniiVide•
AGENCY
This word of lateyas been in ever)
NVeshiugton. June 4.-Bench warThe place to get a goad
one's mouth, anel twin,: are wonder- rants were issued today for Theodore
Bunn Mei EDUCATION,
to prepare for a WOO ing what the word sanifies, though B. Price, of New York, a cotton olkresale:sr, and to get ready for THE RUSH of the fall business Is AT
no one has yet beeei 'ound who will erator; E. S. liolnies. Jr., former'
Sweeping
First deny that NEWBRO'S HERPICIDE otatletician of the departateut of a DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
does the work. -Well, for the infor- rteuitur: Moses Haas and Frederick ,JailetausliD by Milanese men fruits Mauls to California. catalogue intit; asa for 1T4
Brunson's last cut on bedWhiskey Test Came.
mation of thousand° of people who A, Peckham, both of New York
ding plants. Rose plants.
,lia-orporatedi Paducah, 211 Broa date,
Old phone
like to know all about a good thing, charging them with conspiracy. The s------_
realm'', Coleus, etc., at 2
we would may that HERPICIDE warrants are in the government cotcents. Largest and best assortnient of roses at 'fieriest
ilitiseicit Don• Sly District of Volum- means a destroyer or keles of ton report leak cases and were :sailed
will be cunferring a favor by reporting to ,the manage"Herpes." Now "Herpes" Is the fata- for the purpose of causing the arrest
prices ever offered in Padu'"orl,
--101011 Harking foe the
ment any discoUrtesis shown you by any of our employees,.
lly natne of a disease caused by vire of the New York men and their recah.
Purse Food Regulations.
-At ON Al.L. WA4TONS.
SCALP
ens vegetable parssites. A similet turn to this jurisdiction for trial.
microbe causes dandruff, itch irvt
INDEPENDENT
ICE CCONIP'ANY
New York, June 4.-Moses Haas
Phones" 11154
10th ee AlatcHarion
scalp and falling .osir; this is the and Frederick A. Peckham, who were
'Iii RE STRICTLY ENFORCED microbe that NEWBRO'S HERM- indicted with Theodore H. Price on
promptly
CIDE
destroys;
after charges of conspiracy and bribery in
FREE
which the heir grows. Sold by lead- connection with the cotton report leak
REAL LSTATE PRICE LIST.
ing druggists. Two sizes, 50c and surrendered thenutelves to the govern
Washington, June 4.-The court $11.00. Send 10c In stamps for sam- ment authorities.
Call, Seal or
ey..orie for ;
.t
of appeals, the highest court of the ple to The Herpicide Co.. Detroit.
When Haas and Peokham appeared
District of Columbia, handed down a Mich.
before Judge Ohatfield in the criminC. L. Van Meter, Manager.
sweeping decision in the first "what
al branch of the United States cireves
Pb.... 835.
FRATERNITY MIX
is whisky" test rase, which practlwas
required to furnish
the history of this trade mark case, court Haas
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
..ally sustains evely contention of the
PADUCAH, KY.
from which a solution of the whole $10,0010 bail. It was then undergovernment in its pending cases on
and Washington Streets:
whisky contrversy seems to have so stood that the grand jury had found
that subject under the pure food
quietly and completely evolved, is four indiestments against Haas, Peck law.,
Warehouse for Storage.
that the department of the interior ham's bond was fixed at $5,e(00. Both
Although the derision was delivthrough the examiner of trade mark men were instructed to be in court
Both Phones 499.
ered in a case which was brought up
interferences and the commissioner again on June HS.
to the court a kw months ago, unin.........mogg..
of patents had virtually recognized
der the provisions of the trade-mark
any sort of mixture as eligible to When you need something to take
every registration under the
'I bar. •uffrreil witil pile* for thirty eft years. art, it covers substantially
name of take it promptly for the stomach, but
• ynsr
Imt auril I keemi taking Cese•rele
Is ren•ttation. IN the retiree of Swell I eotIrett point of the two Whisky test cases in- whisky, and had rendered an opinion take something you know is reliable
pit,.
dit•ppear •htt e4 the rod f •1S stituted by the dc,partment of justice
seek. they '0.1 o.l tn,tillie to, 51 .41. l'esererete
to that effect almost at the very time -something like Kodol. For Dys-'
1.14. Ant.- e,...ader• T.., use. I Igo entirely euse4 s. In Washington gild
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Baltimore re- that President Roosevelt
eel 1,i, a •
Mail.“ deorge art der, Napoleon. O.
and Attor- monde and Indigestion:
Kodol is,
spectisrly. the former being against
y General Bonaparte made the fa- pleasant to take; it is reliable and is
They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped horses are easier
the James Clark Distilling company
mous rulings against such mixtures. guarantee/Liu_ give relief. It is sold
to groom and you are not-annoyed by horse hairs when driving. We
for
mleabeilag
as
whisky
a
mixture
Theme are the foundation* upon
It is said tlyst the commissioner of by all druggists.
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will glee you as
of neutral soirits and vehisky. and
which we are building staves
patents saw the Bonaparte rulings
good work as can be done, at the regular mice.
-it
the ;atter against a Batimore house to
late
to
comply therewith and this
Our homes are groomed Li) the
NO Mt tlIC
for labeling neutral spirits made case
went to the court of appeals
pink of condition always and our
front molassea in icooklaus as "B°11rpresenting the anomalous attitude_eon roe paidtkmabie chwitis.--(tiote Di.
equipment the hest, yet our
bon whisky."
the part of the department of the inerclar Eloped with Organist.
(Ineerpurated.)
prices are extremely reasonable.
The (Wit. decided Cattle up to the terlor
as opposing the enicial- rulings
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
Next tiute you want to take a
court through litigation between pri- on the
question of shisky which had
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alleging in substanoe that said articles
The court
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commisThe missing pair came home and.
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were forgiven.
So
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of the. bureau of ehernistry. is perhaps with the rest of the government on
of the Fool and Drugs act of congre:Js
Rubber Stamps
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now best known about the country. the question of "what is whisky?" Kennedy's Inxative Cough Syrup is of the United States approved 'June
the one. that children like kfl well to l;oth.' 19116, and praying protein
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he court's decision explains that the
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attracting Teeth and Plate
The dee isnot of Secretary Taft. of deceiving the public in the pur- It is sold by all druggists.
Now, therefore, in pursuance to --.14,1,
#9
%ton United States circuit judge in chase of merchandise."
Work &Specialty.
the motion under seal of said court to 4,r nerve._ Recent y, it is said, the
MRS. LOGAN INJURED IN FALL. me directed and delivered I do hereI Seak i p. rhirps the most conspicu"ghost" appeared la Mrs. Smith and
"In this ease," says the court. "the
TRADE
immeemeenet
ous autheerity
relied upon by the record conclusively
by Rive public notice to all persona both fainted. Negro servants say the
shows that the Woman Thrown atati .
While eIalmin-g eaid articles or in
court of appeals in rendering its deOR QUALIT
ally mate gray -clad woman is the spirit of SUss
applicent. Uri & company, was not
Alighting From Street ear.
cision. Secretary Taft in the case in entitled
her inter. steed therein, that they maY Price, niece of Gov •.ecer A D. Chand
to the exclusive use of the
MAR Pk,
Washington, June 4. --As the requestion declared that no one had a
TswATIsT.
DR. SUNG'
mark because of misleading and de- sult of a fall from a street car, Mrs. be and appear before the salt' court, her, who died In the mansion while
right lie label a mixture so as to deceptive statements contained on their John A. Logan is confined to her to be held in the city of Paducah is her uncle occupied :t. Mis.s Price was
resit e the public into thinking that it
and for sail Distric, on.. the 16th day very happy in the mansion, and when
label. It was the purpose of the act rooms
in this city. The accident oc- of Notembee
was an- unmixed sttaight whisky.
lase,. then 0 and there dying said -she would hover about the
to protect holiest manufacturers and
curred Friday night, l'pan returnNos !Ake substances.
Pions 350
115
MN St.
to interpose their claims. and to make scene of her happress.
dealers. because in so doing the pub- ing
home from a call Mrs. Logan was their
One of the pivotal questions del e would in,turn be protected. It was
allegations in that behalf.
(1410.1 by Prealdent Roosevelt and At- not the purpose of the act to recog- alighting teem a car when It started.
GEORGE W. LONG, U. S. M.
IIKAUTI1 AND VITALITY
Mrs.
LoNo
bones
broken,
but
were
torney Genestal Bonaparte last May nise the right of any person. arm or
By Elwood Neel, Deputy.
Mott's Ne•erine Pills.
gan was badly bruised and much jarwas that whisky and neutral spirits corporation, to deceive the public."
The great iron and tonic restorered. She is unable to move without
were not like substances. and in the
"In other words." says the court.
ROttlil 7, Truelseart Building. uplitETTY SPOOK
live 'Iliter, men and women, produces
samovaa O Tonna ikaa
derisien the court of appeals legally "the government will not become a assistance, and her atending physicstairs. Neat to Catholle daunts. Nen
strength,
and vitality, builds up the
ian
says
she
will
be
confined
to
her
declares that the y are not lite sub- party to a trams!" In the case deplione 1
Llistarbs Governor Hoke Smith's ram system' and renews the normal viger.
took Ittellhog. lash Were, Lew stance's, which point alone seems to rided a rectifier named Uri sold a rooms for a week or ten days. Mrs.
JIJJ.se1
ily With Her %lefts.
For sale by druggists or by mall. $1
and Larry weft •spsdahly. ennelaip this' pending test ease mixture of neutral spirits. whiskY, Tueker, daughter of Mrs. Logan, it
per box, 6 boxes for $5. Williams'
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TELLS HARD LUCK
STORY TO POLICE

You Will Need an Oil Stove
When warm days
and the kitchen fire
make cooking a bur-

den-Cien is the time
to try a New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame

Oil

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
N. melt eases Ire dirlidt results
g! WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF TOR BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the pales.

oman Pressed in Man's .‘p
'pare! in company of Hobo's

THCRA1111'. IUNY. 4.

1.II EVENING

HANDICAPPED BY
HIGH SCHOOL 108
Proves ti reef
Highly

Sneeess

and

SKI I DISEASES
CAUSED BY HUMORS IN THE BLOOD

Entertaining.

The ski,i is provided with countless pores and glands, through
which an evaporation is going on continually, day and night. This it
.-anure's method of regulating the temperature of our bodies, and pre
Mrs. Kate Girard Rays Her Hisabasad
stove does away with
Large Ittettilnuce NI Performance in serving the natural appearance of the skin. These pores and giant*
Abused Her and She Was on Way
are connected with tiny veins and arteries through which they receive,
High Solvis.11 itUoiitoiluuIi 141si
kitchen discomfortsto (Intl.
Night.
from the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to preserve
IlOw cool it keeps the
their healthy condition,'and enable them to perform thus duty.
room in comparison with
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free from
conditions when the coal
eruption or disease, but when -the circulation becomes infected
WILL CUit IT
RIM IS ARRESTF.D IN THIS MY
fire was burning. The quick concentrated heat of the
THE ('14T OF ChARACTKRS.
acids and humors its nourishing 'and healthful properties are lost,
-ores
Two domes girt rellsr, and
its acrid, humor-laden condition causes irritation and inflammation
one box wit cure any ordinary
the delicate tissues and fibres of the pores and glands, and 4he effect le
case of Kidney or Bladder
Dresso d no a men and waiting for
Threatening weather did not pre- shown in Eczema, Aerie, Tetter4 Salt Riw .a, or somtother distressine.
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
a freight train with three men. Mrs.
Diabetes, Seminal
Emlasions, vent a large attendance at the pre- disfiguring skin disease.
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•
Weak and Lame Back, Rheum*. •entatiOn of "ilandicamwd." the senThese' humors get into the
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a
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Kirk, of the Illinois Central force.
Kidneys and Bladder In botk school teudRorium. It was the first
Those
I want to tell you the great
men and women. Sold at 50 play ever given on elass ...night,' and condition of the system.
and Patrolmen Ronsch nnd Bryant.
goes directly t9 boil the kettle or bake the bread, and none
good I received from the wee of
,ents a box on the No Cure No the Innovation proved most _aceetpt- members whose duty it is to collect
In appearance she resembles a young
is diffused about the room to overheat it. Thus using the
S.
II.
8. I am now 75 years old
Pay basis by McPherson's drug able
man. but her voice betrayed her.
to the large audience. The iiPn- and expel the refuse matter of the
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store,
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When found she wore a soft crushed
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nothing to *aroma until I tried
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price
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8.8.8. I suffered intensely
OVe'reS and a pair of white tennis
Lark MUdicine Co., Louisville, statement'that it was the best play left in the system to sour and ferwith the itching and burning;
shoes. She told the patrolmen her
Ky.
over given at the High school. The ment and be absorbed into the
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story of hard luck, which has not
really a High school prodnv- blood.
is
Way
which
there Sowed a sticky
There
are also certain
Just such
been contradicted.
With her were
!ion as it has been so altered and tilt- other humors
fluid:crusts we uld come on the
a lamps.
which
get
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the
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C. McKenzie, Warren Baker and
skin. and when scratched off,
tin vest that the original play isan- blood from without.
The
everyone
The juice or
Jilin Nicholson. who werg arrested
the skin was left as raw as a
wants-handsome enough
other story. 'Closely woven into the
frtan poisonous plants, such
piece of beef. I suffered agony
oni a charge of :oiler-int around the
for the parlor;strong enough for the kitchen, camp
play are delightful nitisi.al features milk
the long years I was i41toted,
or cottage; bright enough for every occasion. If
station.
and local jokes that all wan under- as poison oak, poison ivy, nettle
but w,sn I timid IL S. 8.1 found
not Is Ali your dealer, write our nearest agency.
In appearance Mrs. Girard would
stand only add to the telJoyment of rash, etc., enters through the open
• perfect cum. There has
pass for a young man with her sunpores of the skin and.sakes root in
never been any return of the
the ply.
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S. H. HUGHES, President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Vice President.
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cost you $9 66 a month. tooth for the) Sell'eNe14 of the play.

Do
You
Own
A Home?
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AL BANK

K. P. 113110RIAL

WILL RE HELD AT GERMAN
EVANGELIcAl. CHURCH

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,

Steam Biller,
fiends,
Plate Glaaa,

Liability,
Automobils,

Office Phones 0Nit.
""
1telt

Elevator.

Residence Phones

Old 726C
N•w 726

Cram pheall UulldIng, IPeeduCnh, Ky.

Good Workmanship
First-class Material
WAGE DEALING
flare btoilt up Bic large.t plumt.ing business in 111'estern
ky.

My

Objeri

Is to tonLe 11 larger.

Ken.

Estimates free.

ED D. HANNAN
PILII11111111-

Stearn Fitter

Both Phoroom 201

1.12 fabiloth l'ourth

INV

t.

Sunday Evening All Knighta Will
Meet at Isulge Room and Go
In a Body.

Memorial services for the departed
members of the Knights of Pythiaa
will be held next Sunday evening at
the Getman Evangelical church, the
Rev. WIIIFam Boarguln preaching the
service. Ottly one member, IL J.
Ilookhatnmer. has died In the patit
,ar. There will be special musie
for the service and the ehurah mill be
docorated prettily. The Knights will
. attend the serylee In a body
The
ibath roll has sixteen names: L. -D.
Caldwell. Gus Clark, James A. Bryan,
.1. A. Bryant, John L. Powell, W. A.
(Mem. E. B. Jones. Andy Well, Jr.,
P. Robinson Ed Gleichman. A L.
Weil. C. .1. Wilson, Harry Miele!
.
.1. M. Bunker. It. E. Stallings 3114
J. Bookhammer,
l'nifeorm flank.
The uniform rank of the Knights
of Ps-hias will Meet at Nineteenth
:Ind Chty streets tonight for their
regular drill. The members of the
rank will attend the state Meeting
an Lexington next fall and intend to
carry away their share of the prizes
oftered for the best drilled romp:my.
This Is the s-conel drill held in the
opcn, and by continuing the drills all
eutoMer the rank expects to be in line
shape for mantas and drilling at
Lextagtoa.

14
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principle and interest on
each $1,000 borrowed,
with 10 1-2 years to pay
back. We have bought
and built 300 home, at
$1,000 each in the state in
the past two years. We
operate in 18 states and
have been the means of
many a poor man getting
a home and a start on the
road to independence.

The Standard Trust

Company
of Bli Worsham, Ala.,
is incorporated with $500,000, and as per last audited
report has $13,0(,0 surplus
going in the loan funds
each month., Call or address for a few days-do
it today
State Manager,

W.E. Mathews
htselozrEsr Iroise
11i S. Dirt St.
Between 8 a. in. and 9 p. in.

MANUEL WEINSTOCK

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It in a great deal cheaper to plats. annual subscriptions to ssee.
oral magazine
,at the iame time and order them a:I together from
us. than it is
to.) lii, same magazines singly or airbaCr.b• to theila
Separately.
Combination cub offers are now made *by which subscribers to setosral magazines an secure bargain prices. sometime/
getting three or four magas:we for the prae of one or two. Sub.
scr.ptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be.
.gip with any month. Let us know what magazines you are takSS now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will
ote the combination price, showing saving to be effected.
14.%111P1.111 BARGAIN&
McClure's Magartne 61.65
Cosmopolitan ... ..$1•000
or Atneri• an
'Home Magazine ..
Reader Magazine.... $AO 'Metropolitan
-1.61
or American
or World Today
or Woman'. Hain*
1111.00
Companion
56 00
" An for OSA/
All for atm. Waif Price
Weekly Inter On
Reeder Magazine ...51 00
and, Farmer ....$1 01
Review of Reviews -1.00
MrCall's linguine .. AO
• Or Outing
(with patters)
Of Amntled'a
Home Magazine.... 1.00
or Smart Set
Si 00
$2.10
Roth for 05.00, Half Pries
All for SID& Ralf Pries
Homo Magazine ....SI 00
De•iguer .
McClure's
• .1
(with fashions)
or Cosmopolitan
Coamoopalitan
1.,41
or Amerkaa
Reeder Magazise .. 3.00
or Success

Both
DIES OF' BLADDER TROURLF: AT
HOME OF DAUGHTER.

62.60
for $1.1115

•

•
AR dor OLIO

Oomplete Rwherription Cataloger, with beaittiful Harmon
roam
cover, lisUng all Twig:minas singly and in clubs at
lowest rates, met
you free on rtteelpt of postal ear d request.

•
4

Former linsIness Sian of Louts% ill
,
•s to) 1'84111c/ill But Fade of

• Paducah did not afford the relief
Mr. Manuel Weinstock. of Centralia.
F. expected, for he died 'last night
at 1 tt:40 o'clock at the residence of
his daughter, Mrs. Benjamin
Fourth and Ohio streets, from bladder trouble, after having bee. here
only a week. Mr. Weinstock was ce
)ears old and was born In Philadelphia. When young, he moi44 arith
his parents to Louisville. where be
was in business for many years until
1903, when he went to Centralia. l''
Ile is survived by. four sons and
two daughters. Messrs. Alexander.
William and Samuel Weinstock. of
Louisville, and Charles Weinstock. el
Centralia. and Mrs. Benjamin Mirka.
and Mrs. Jennle Weinstock, of P11
d ;kith. Two brothers, Messrs. Hal
moti and Abe Weinatock, also survh,
him. The body will be taken to Lon
!Nellie for burial. Mr. Weinstock hat
many friends in Paducah and other
cities where he hai lived.
A boon companion Is seldom looked
iipon as a boon by the family of the
man he 'gradates wit!"

Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis, Indiana.
Vitas Itehlke- Morn II Gatti/any.

W. F. l'atton,
President.

It. Rudy,
comities%

P. Plaryitur,
Anshilmst OWIlder,

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
illeecorpnreelceii l
'I tiled stud

City Depository

•

State Depository

Capital
Rtirpine
Moe khoolders liability

$100,000
00,000
100,000

Total seenrIty to depredforie
02/10,040
Accou nt. of bulk ktuals end
tirm• solleft•41. F1'e
appreciate
small as well as large depositors aml
,'rd to all the same coeetoons
treat meet,
- _•••

INTEREST PAID ON TIME

nEpoerth

OPEN SATITIRDAY NIGHTS PROM
7 TO a O'CLOCK.
5..

"

i401:39/1ShIrt PINS 4.

I

PIIGAR W. WHITTEMORE
AGENCY

TO MALI/!VCR IN COTTON LE.Allts

NOW ON

SUMMER

This word of late Vas been its ever)
1Vashrugton, June 4.-Bench warThe place to get a good
one's mouth, anti
are %veneer- rams were Issued today for Theodott:
nuete ENS EDUCATION,
to prepare for a Giu0D •
ing what the word s %nines. though H. Price, of New York, a cotton opready tor THE ItUsit of the tail business Is AT
or,
and
to
get
eeTti
P.
no one has yet beret 'ound who will erator; E. S. Helmet,. Jr.. former
Sweeping Decision
Met deny that NEWBRO'S HERP1CIDE statistician of the department of ast- DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
does the work. Well, for the Infor- riculturei Moose Haas and Frederick • lelbeestiED by basilicas men from Meuse to eallforula taut-togas raNt; Sok fur It.
Brunson's last cut on bedWhiskey Test
mation of thousand* of peop'.e who A. Peel:heel, both of New York,
ding plants. Rose plants, (leitieurporetedt Padre:tie 311 Brea es
Old eitune I 7:.e.
like to know all about a good thing. charging them with conspiracy. The ,___
ritalum, Coleus, etc., at 2
---- ---- --_ ----we would say that HERPICIDO warrants are in the government catcents. Largest and best asICE-3!
ICE!
.
•
sprtmeut of ro-es at low.et
Handed !hien By INetriet of Colum- meens a destroyer or kele, of ion report leak cases and were .ssued ICE!
You will be conferring a favor by reporting to the (nonage'
"Herpes." Now "Herpes" is tho fata- for the purpcee of causing the arrest
prices ever offered In Padubia lourh--lacaall Racking for the
meet any discourtesis shown you by any of our employees.
lly name of a diseese caused by earl of the New York men and their recah.
lure Food Regulations.
SC:At-VAS ON Alt. WA(liONfil.
oes vegetable pan -'its. A similar turn to this Jur:attire:ion for trial.
microbe causes dandruff. itehir4
INDEPENDENT ICE COMPANY
New York. June 4.-Moses Haas
10th .sl- Alitdisson
Phonems 184
scalp and tailing atir; this is the and Frederick A. Peetkhani, who at-re
TO BE STRIt'ELY ENFORCED microbe that NEWBROS HERPI- indicted with Theodore II. Price on
CIDE
promptly
destroys;
after charges of conspiracy and bribery in
FREE
areas
which the heir grows. Sold by l- ead- connection with the cotton report leak 4.1.1.11.111.111.q.1.PWIWIels
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Two
ing druggists.
sizes. 50c and surrendered themselves to the govern
Washington, JulIt. 4.-The coure $1.00. Send 10c in stamps for sam- ment authoriees.
Call. Soot or Islay's.... for it.
of appeals, the highest court of the ple to The Herpicide Co.,
Detroit.
Wben Haakeand Peokeam appeared
District of Coiumbia, handed down a Mich.
before Judge Chatfield in the criminC. L. Van Meter, Manager.
sweeping decision in the first "what
al branch of the United States cermet
Phases 1335.
FRATERNITY BLDG
IS whisk " test ease which prat ti the history of this trade mark Cane* court Hells was reepered to furnish
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
tails sustains every contention of the
PADUCAH, KY.
from which a solution of the whole $10.:009 bail. It was then undergovernment in its Pending eases on
and Washington Streets.'
whisky contrversy seems to have so snood that the grand jury had found
that subject under tilts pure food
quietly and completely teethed. is four indivenents against Haas, Peeklaw.
for Storage.
that the departmert of the interior hates band was fixed at $5,00.0. Both
Although the decision was delivthrough the examiner of trade mark Olen were Instructed to be in court
ered in a (Use which was brought up
Both Phones 499,
interferences and the c nonissioner again on June le.
to lb.' court a few months ago, unof patents had virtually recognized
der the provisions of the trade-mark
any sort of mixture as eligible to When you need something to take
eoverit substantially every
bare suffered wItly pile. for Shirty•afx years. act, it
registration , under the name of take it promptly for the stomach, but
Jae year ag.. tart April I Lewin Alma Casearela point of the two
whisky test cases inkir eatiattlatilan Ii. ithe roars. Ma Webb I noticed
pile• began L0 it...int...sr alit ab the end of ida steuted by the department of justice Whisky, and had rendered an opinion take something you know is reliable
•er It• they tilt*
toadile
at all trotttorrto
to that effect almost at the very time -something like Kedol. For
. Dys-'
lOnt ilene treader* far lair. as. entirely eured sad in Waehinglon
-alid
Baltimore re- that
sal lilies awl" atital." llama* liry dor. Sataileus. O.
President Roosevelt and Attor- pepsia and Indigestion.
Kodol is,
spectivily, the former being against ney
General Bonaparte made the fa- pleasant to take; it is reliable and is
They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped horses are easier
the James Clark Distilling company
nious rulings against such mixtures. gueranteed to give relief. It is eoldi to groom and you are not annoyed_ by hozse hairs. when--driving. We
for
mislabeling as whisky a mixture
Thew are the foundations upon
It is said that the commissioner of by all druggists.
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
of neutral spirits and %Welty. and patents saw
which we are building success.
the Bonaparte rulings
good work as can be done, at the regular pi Ice.
the latter against a litetinnorteletese to
'
Our hornea are grootuol to the
late to comply thereilth and this
NO Mt SIC
for labeling neutral spirits made ease
went to the court of appeaeso
pink of condition alwayr and our
from molasses in Louisiana as "Boerpresenting the smonialous attitude on For learshionable Church-Choir Diequipment the beat, yet our
bon whisky."
the part of the department of the inprices are extremely reaaonable.
rector Eloped With Organist.
The case decided came up to the terior
as opposing the oKcia: rulings
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
Next time you want to take a
court through litigation between pri- on the
question of whisky which had
P1
Pittsburg. Pa., June 4.-The faehPa1atal/1e !Meat Taste flood Pe (Plod,
drive, just call
vate
parties,
it
has
resulted
in,
judilever si,dotii. Weaken or Gripe. bOr
IS t
leen promulgated by the government lonalee Mievale
✓ I ro E.!), /lie eemili.* Sato.* .tainced I. C C. cial dietten, for the first time in the
_
P. sbyterian church.
I., rum or liar
iteelf. through the co-operation of which for some time has featured Its
States,
Cnifed
much-mooted
on
the
Si
I NITED STATES OF AMERICA,
ig Remedy Co.. Ce,•,...c. or NY. liyj
AMERICAN
1 / ._4.161111ROPEAN
the department of' justice. the de- music, was yestereav without
muse'
of ,what ronstitutes genuine partment
\IS%
PLAN
PLAN
1111Ut.l. SALE, TEl MILLION BOXES qtestion
of agriculture, the depart- and there was a nail
whisky on the one hand. and its Mil- ment
Nfi
of the treasury and the depart- set on foot, which resulted in In:cov- Wtetern District of Kentucky, at
tations and adulterations on the
Paducah.
went of commerce and labor. It is ering the fact that Ralph W. Cieon.
MEN AND WOMEN. .,ther.
Whereas, an inform:alien has been
CU
Coe Bin f liatmoirs)
said that neither this commissioner director of the chair, had eloped to
417-421
[her Nine
di..Asi em.intlaamiatians,
I. Ia.,.
filed in the District Court of the UnitVictory for the Government. , of patents, the examint r of interfersoo•••••4
ty aloltic.00 Of OlOatatbailb
e.
01:14
Ohio with Miss Mai. Henderson, 'sle cd
iettersee St.
100
• t •••••••,
lel MN ti rotas nInitbrisnaga
The decision. comprehending as It enees, nor Secretar Garfield. had in
States for the Weettrn Distriet of
,..1.1M
t••".
PaiiiSms, and sot minim
organist.
110,s, in II. bruad eloPe. nearly every
-self/
Keetrieky.
at
Paducah,
tin
the
22nd
Iltisuisiotutacx.f." gent oa
any way intended to openly oppose
•r he elopement took place aerstee
lee A
(11110Millie1.4
Oahe by Ilicassdaals
day of May, 190s, be George Depees alike has hi-en thrown intb the position of the president and the,
tee
of boot I. plain wrapper.
the middle of its: week ane tece
Rolle, Esq., attorney for the United
to. •a rowo preptal. bOir issue on the labeling of whisky under othi r eo-ordinate departments of the
h...,
.
i
choir had been ultable to get are
SI rtt
, r 3 t 1.11.55? ts
S.tates, against ten barrels, seventy- "
relL
1,as tot 0.4 toy estpassa. the pure food .avv. is an overwhelm- government.
practice or reheara: for the Sentlay t
ing. vletury for the ruling:: of Presifile half barrels and fifty kegs of eirter
F4
All Now in Accord.
dent eiiosevee and Attorney Genera!' The court reversed the commis- music.
enceinte in substanue teat said articles
0 "5"0
lik
missing
The
pail
came
home
and
Renato:tie It sustains the positions,sioner of patents and throws the dewere forfeited to the United States, as
7'
44 WItiOS°
4tif
were forgiven.
In advocacy IIf which Dr. Wiley. chief partment of the interior Into accord
being neebraitded within the meaning
Nk
O
ATLANTIC
CITY
'•
of the bureau of ehemistry. Is perhaps with the rest of the government on
i d the Food and Drugs act of conge:s
G JASON WATEAS
now to's! known about the country. the question of "what is whisky?" Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup Is of the United States approved June
the
one
that
children
well
to'.
V
like
so
SEND IOU
and gist-. . ea; bat:king, as it were, The court's decision explains that the
D ENT 1ST
511th.
1911e, and praying process
001.1 LE'r
to the :. 43:lit ions governing- the trade mark act- will not permit the take as it tastes nearly as ,good as against the same, and that same may
Goer
jrit.
cArc
maple sugar.
It acts gently
yeti
branding.
.e
whisky
reefsby
interne:
be
eqndmed
en
a
,
forfeited
ac
aforedepartment
of
the interior to pass
Friterilty Building - Roos 205
paters, etc. hue gall '-H whets 'Secretary CiiiitelGARAGE
' HMIS
freely
on
the
bowels
and
thereby
ra.;.1. same having been seized by the
for registration any trade mark
it drives the cold out of the system.
ON THE BOARD WALK!
you ii .i Ice weeks agoMar.-hal under due process of law.
%%Mill has been used "with a design
It
is
sold
be
all
eruggists.
tracting Teeth and Plate
The
.I..
eion
of
Secretary
Taft.
ce
Now, therefore, in pursuance to
-eof deceiving the public in the purWork &Specialty.
eh. n Un e e States circuit judge in chase of merchandise."
o‘i•?'
the motion under seal of said court to or nerves. Recent yr, it is said, ma
‘11;14,
14
(
XLIN
INJURED
IN
FALL.
Isfet. it: pr rhadis the most conspire'
me-directed and delivered I do here- "ghost" appeared to Mrs. Smith and
"In this case," says the court. "the
.ceo01.=•••••••=.011.
ons authority- relied upon by the
by give public notice to all persone both fainted. Negro servants say the
record conciusively shows that the
Woman Thrown and Hurt While .-aiming said
I owl 01 - alipea is ;n rendering its dearticles or in any niate grate-clad woman is the spirit of Miss
applied-tit, Uri & gompany. was not
Alighting From Street Car.
cision. Secretary Taft in the casein
i.er intertsted therein, that they neer Price, niece of Goe eror A Dee/rand
entitled to the exclusive use of the
WastIngton.
June
4.
-As
the
requestion
declared
that
no
one had a mark because
DR. kING 1114001i14. 01.11STI8T,
of misleading and de- sult of a fall from a street. ear, Mrs. be and appear before the said court. ler, who died In :he mansion while
right to label a mixture so as to deto be held in the city of Paducah in her uncle occupied :t. Mies Price was
ceptive statements contained on their John
A. Logan is confined to her
ceive the public into thinking that it
and for said Districe teethe 16th dal very happy In the mansion, and when
label. It was the purpose of theact
rooms in this city. The aecideut 0Cwas en 'lunette(' se:eight whisky.
of November, itenel then and there dying said she would , hover about the
to protect honest manufacturers and
curred Friday night.
Upon returnNM bike Substance-sr.
115 5 AO St
to interpose their claims, and to make scene of her happiress.
dealers. because In so doing the pubing
home
from
a
call
Mrs.
Logan
was
One of the pivotal questions de Jr would in.turn be protected. It was
their allegations in thatebehalf.
P111 a car when it started
iiiiied by President Roosevelt and At- not the purpose of the act to recog- allgeting 1,
GEORGE W. LONG, U. S. M. .
HEAI/ell AND VITALITY
No
bones
Lowere
broken.
Mrs.
hut
torney Omelet Bonaparte last May nize the right of any persou firm or
By 3t4 wood Neel, Deputy.
Molt's \maim Pills.
gan was badly bruised and much Jarwas that whisky and neutral spirits corporation, to deceive the public."
The great iron and tonic restorered. She is unable to move 'without
were not like substances, and In th
"In other words." says the court,
Room 7, Truelwart Building, UpPRETTY SPOOK
tive for Men and women, produces
alaSOVIRD TO TUMID am.
decision the court of appeals legally "the government will not become a assistance, and her atending physicteat to Catholic than h. New
strength and vitality, builds up the
ian says she will be confined to her
Ili e:iiren that thi y are not like sub- party
case
deIraq."
In
the
to
a
kebooe
Disturbs Governor Hoke Smith's Fain system and renews the normal viger.
Bank week Lep stances. which point a:one seems to rided a rectifier named Uri sold a rooms for a week or ten days. Mrs..
fleet
Ily With Her Visits.
For sale by druggists or by male $1
'Netter,
daughter
of
str,5.
Logan,
is
concliiie
the
pending
test
ease
specialty.
Week
a
oe.
and Mgr!
mixture of neutral spirits, whisky.
per box, 6 boxes for $5. Williams'
against (*lark & company In favor pf caramel coloring matter, bead oil and with her mother.
Atlanta. Ga., June 4.-While Gov- M'f'g. Co., Cleveland,: 0.
Ike government s contentions. The prune juice as 'Pure Oid Rye
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills creor Hoke Smith ie away erlietiecl
i. iNSVILLE.
AND court also decides that Bourbon Whisky.'"
PADUC.tH
No matter how much a man revels
CMINTRAL
Z.
whisky
can
only
be
made
in
the
are
state
prompt and thorough and will in in a hot fight for reelection the ghost
(*.lint() LINK.
of a beautiful woman clad in gray I. in meeting trdebless he seldom starts
CURSION
of Kentucky and must beenade from
a
very
short
timP"
strengthen
the
WILLIAMS' KIDNICY PILIA
(Itectorposrated.)
a mash. the chief ingredient of which
Sold by all disturbing Mrs. Slifer, and daughters an argument with his wife.
Hate you neglected your Kidneys? weakened kidneys.
Birmingham. Ala., Confedre the executive mansion. It Is sae,
Is corn.
druggists.
you
nervous
Have
your
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.% Nst'111.1.E.P.tild'4".%H P.tekvir.
enite Neter:Ins.- -epecial traa
Political reform is inaugurated
the mysterious woman has appeared
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se frequently that the inmates of the when the
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ings of Secretary Wilson, the presiIN
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kidneys and bladdei"? Have you pains
SrieunerT Joe leneler and John he dent
p. in , June 5th. arriving at
mansion have developed a bad eami new aboue which to atualdida. and
Attorney General BonaIn loins. side, back, groins and bladII hk in,.'a c. Pailitcah for Evans- parte
reritichem about G a in.
and the 6-rod and drugs board
$he Worked, and ilhe Girl Mad to
% '0 Ll1l way lantlings at 11 :i.
June 9th: Reduced rates on
,
on the wound that these rulings had der? Have you a flabby appearance
Marry Mer /town Mate.
especially
under
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eyes.
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r.•gii:ar trains. Parties desir.,••
Chicago's Great European Hotel
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Natemal Convention --Tickets
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iisi - Flail, with finest cuisine.
.%. row e•r. Gem rat Pass. Agent. defianco-. but
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Itimiel trip $11
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GEO. W.R
First and Broadway.
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and stops the fermentation of food, so
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This company is not responsible that the food digests perfectly, and and stayed on the job until 6 p. m.
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invoice
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for
you receive- the full strength and
Ky.
nourishment from what is eaten.
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KILL Tim COUCH I

The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect aging. • Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
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Then there are
behind the leader
six others in the neigbhorbood of
I/4.000, a score who have over 10.000 votes.
Several new candidates have mitered the geld and from the Viotes
they are turning in, have entered to
win.
Notably among these Is Miss
Ruby Flack. of Mayfield. who entered
under District No. 3 on Wednesday
and now stands seventh in a hat of
5140 over thirty in her district.
.;mme. park.
Miss
576 Flack is one
of
Mayfield's most
1. High and Hit the Bull's U. E. Miller
'Dick Harris
571 charming and popular young ladies
565 and in a contest held there last year
Eye-The Target is Large efts. Nora Jordan
665 won the first prize by a large margin
H. J. Shelton
and Includes Seventeen Big Gene Patton
561 of 23,237 votes.
560
Miss Murrell Smedley
Other out of town candidates who
Prizes at the Ead and One:Miss Alma Adams
560 are doing gd wrk are Miss Carle
535 Chiles of Metropolis. Miss Lura Street
Joseph Arts
Each Week.
Mrs. tie T. Brookshire
555 rt Kevil. Miss Vera Dodson of La
T. Steger
1 Center, Arthur Switzer and J. 'H.
DISTRICT 3.
Hugger. of Paducah R. F. D.
In
“STICKTOTTMENFISS• WILL WIN Miss tarrie Chilee Metropolis, Ill.
districts No 1 and No 2 within the
210,2,40 city, Miss Hodge and Miss Hill for
Miss Luna Street, Ke,ll, Kg. 17,007 the hist district. and Miss Nichols,
A. C., Hargrove, Paducah R. F. D. Miss Vaughn and Mr. Stewman for
Who's Who in the Contest-Many
16,519 the second, are leading. They are
Plate
New Candidates - Third
Miss Vera Dodson. Latlenter Ky.
clone) followed in their respective
Change!. Hands-Race is Young,
.15.016 districts by Miss Noble. Mrs. Rose,
18 Inch Crash
19x34 Linen Huck Towels
With Ninety Entries and Twenty Arthur .Switzer. Paducah R. F. D.
Mrs. Ashby. Mr. Ratcliffe and Mr.
Per Cent W tuners.
extra
good
an
Huck
Towels,
of
Hemmed
Bleached Cotton, 25 pieces
one lot
Bleached Crash Tow
IMMO ilesberger.
Add there are many
J. H. Bugger. Paducah R. F. D.
offered
special
at
3
value,
50C
cling,
an exceptional aud dear fotalitee Per Yil 5C
ethers that cart go to the top of the
10,010 list by polling the votes that would
18x36 Scalloped Towels
Sam J. Brown. Paducah It. F. D.
come from one yearly subscriptin.
if
$e165
The Race is Young.
Bath
Turkish
A very splendid gush/Jr ot Union Linen Huck Seal
Unbleached
heavy
of
extra
one
lot
SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK ) C. K. Laniond, Paducah R. F. I).
The race is young and not won
loped
Ends Towels, worth 25e each, special at 15c
each
_
____12
special,
'71
C
Towels,
8415 by any means.
Many think they
For suleferiptione turned in beMISS Ruby Flack, Mayflt•Id, Ky..
can pick the winner but there's many
20x38 All Linen Huck Towels
tweets Monday morning. June 1,
6 900 a sip 'Mixt the cup and the lip and
We offer 25 dozen of the best all linen hemmed
and 9 p. nu Saturday, June ft.
A..good heavy quality, specially priced for this sale,
Paris Ellbein, Murray. Ky
5.50M like any race, there's many a quarter
Forep-two dollar Howard 17
elies-Treva Cmultran, Murray, Ky.
horse that's not good for a mile and
---25c
Huck Towels that. has ever been offered .by us, a
exCh
jewel Irak* to candidate turn.5.530 many a mile horse that makes no
grade that would be cheap at 35e each, during this
miss m„bri marpm. Brookpoet.
19x34 H. 9. Towels
ins lu largeet amount of cash Oa
showing until the last quarter.
A
sale at, eaeli
itebeeriptkussi.
•••••••••••....• •••••••••••.••••
III.
4,500 spurt now and a spurt then loges
25c
One lot of H. S Hoek Towels, a very fair quality
10,000 bonus VOlea to randl- e mi.,. Rosetta Emhart. Paducah R.
:many a race while a good steady run9-4
Sheeting
of towel and good value for, each ___--100
dale turning in largest amount
F. D.
4.500ner stays with tre bunch aid wins.
on new subscrip(ions.
J. J. Lane. Paducah R.F.1)
3.570: if only by a 11010`
We offer the well known bnind of 9 4
:Blenehed
Oven nIntey en5,000 bonus vote* in each dis.
A. Leeway, Paducah R.F.1)
3.3621 tries for this Mg race and grand,
Sheeting,
special
at,
per
yard
- 25C
:
Iii
turning
( frief for candidate
Mks .ellie Ituesell. Kevil, Ky'. _2,900 ' prizes for the nrst seventeen to cross
This is an extra size and weight,thoroughly bleached
( largest amount of (*eh.
Miss Dora Draffen, °sheet City. Ky. under the wire on the eventful 4th.:
and hemmed; a regular 50e quality, special 39C
2,000 bonus vote* for every
2.415111as well as prizes at every quarter!
A good heavy grade of 18'1We/whet! Sheets that
025 any candidate turns It,.
Quilts
White
Henry Temple. Maxon Mill
2.565 post at the end of each week. Prizes.
After this week the size of the
uilari i•eli at t;lic offer at
rug
Guy C. Hanbeery, Eddyrille, Ky
Jur over twenty per rent of the eon-I
490
One case of Plain Hemmed Quilts, a good full si/e,
special/ prime will steadily de24100 teetante--a big stake for one short'
conteist.
42x36
Cases
.01
the
cline to the end
good patterns, special during this 111110........._980
Clifton Seater, Paducah R. le D.
!race.
SO that during the last week
1 mu: Just a little time and just a little
Hemmed, a good quality of cloth, well made and
there will be neuter bonus nor
Miss Mace Matthew*, Kuttawa, Ky. I
work.
splendid
12'se value, special at
10C
speslal prise.
quality,_
Ft ingest, cut coruers; one case of extra good
1.700 Prizes for hustlers but none for those
H. C. Hartley. Paducah H. F. D.
I
who shirk.
patterns,
size;
special
for
lull
splendid
sale.$1.25
Standing at the (lose of Balloting
1,525 Eighteen dandy prizes for candidates
Calicoes, including American priol,,
Quilts
Marseilles
Bernard Knott. .Paducah .1e, F. D.:
Wednesday at 6:00 p. m.
who try.
1,1I5 And as many smeing faces on the
hst blaek and grey, Meritnark light skirtini.:*,
Five dozen Marseilles patterns, extra quality and
John Theohaid. Jr.. Paducah IL F.
4th of July.
tinnier's red prints aml al , the leading best breeds
DISTRICT I
weight, fringed, cut otners; a goad 13.2:i value,
I).
.1.110
Miss Elsie Hodge
are utivv, per vard
21
during this sale
'
02e Henry Hammer. Paducah R. F. D.
The Paducah Sun's Great Popu22447
Mina Ella Hill
• 1.
0°3 larity Contest began with the official
Gingharns
French
Murrt Ratcliffe
18•085 Julius, Starke, Hesston, Kg
VD2 announcement on May 23 and will
:Miss Marian Noble
lb. lire of best quality of French Gingham.:
All :linen, 20 pieces all pure linen IS lad) Crash
17
'
083 J. W• lenglere• Fadeicah IL F. H. !close on the great national holiday.
11,91140
Mrs. Ha Rose
vatteri
wortli 12 I se and 15e yard, for,
exceptionaily
good
quality
woith
an
•
Toweling,
July
4.
That
makes
exactly
six
weeks
11,432
.4.
Joe Depalterry
te (Wiper. Paducah R•F•14•
81141 There will be no extension of
per lard
and 12 C
at
OC
'we,
special
1
12
11,064
,11Irsot Ida Ashby
C. Dudley, Pled•ealli
'9590 Mina Sarah Duke Thomism f4;•-•511M the time of the contest. Wben Its
J. L. Dunn
over it's over, and the happy. lucky
8,725
Mm. Scott Ferguson •
Ube Daylight Store
Providence. Ky.
565 ones will be lugging home deeds for
7.33X Thon. Krsuse.
Jas. Hollich
Metroisolls.
• • •5111 real estate, orders for fine furneure.
Mies Mary Barry '
vd to
"
41 413 .1
r.
°call R• F. H.
rare jewels and a bunch of other
5,010
Miss Nellie Schwab
MO ..•
velem. Blanche Anderson
1ALUS cilia Randall, Paducah R. le. D.
Who Are Eligible?
.
4 5141
eine Nellie Schwab
35111p
I venture to ea) thet no QI EEN SEEM AEROPLANE FALL.
Any white person, man or woman, second highest -eruniber of votes in !stance a candidate in Distriet 3 is tetielefiri.
Mks ('ante Ham
4 300 J. C. Reeves, Maxon elill
513 , ef good character, residing In the ter.v•e
n tristaled
turn In subscriptions from impertial matt fan If all my nemesia'
to
be
.
will
linstrictb
respective
their
3,760
Jamcs Wood
Three More Prize*
Donative lenewes1 WInste. Belelritory covered by The Sun may be- awarded the followingprizes in their Districsee: or District 1, and vice day edit:Ines and pay I tle not icy, et
3,445
Mrs. Harry Garrett
Gee Grew a elace In hisior)
Wiitti
One month from this evening and come a caadidate for the honors and order of rank a $63 watch on disireatere Airwhip a Broken.
3,335
Geo. (e Bauer
it will all be over--what are you go-the prises in The Padlicab Sun's play at Pollock's. 333 Broadway. a
Jtitre 3
New subscribe!R are those who were . as that pee. si h:nt to Alt% 01 ill, 111%,
The u aperiment of
2,905
Fred McCreary
leern Delaxrange. the French nee.ing to do In those thirty days? Muer: Greatest Popularity Contest.
admirture
not taking The Sun May 23. the date ('in; Os
Nagel
watch
at
man's
or
$e0
lady's
Miss Miaow Thiene
•
2'61):S ttle and win, or plod along and bring,
nil r great m. n teeeng lean ist
fore the Queen Dow a ger
and 'if the start of the contest. Ilene.' •-r-h.• P.
and
Meyer's. • corner Third
Duratioss--Awards.
2'4117 u
Athol Robertson
up in the rear.
Will you on the: The contest starts with today's an - Broadway. a $ell Miller range. dis fur from one member of a ramie, to to the ((entire.
If farts are to'd. Ma,ithe ta. sod A few in nod meet,.
5.345
Mrs. T. L. Roeder
weakliest...
, herr, I :inn,to nothing, thrcolOth a rata
eventful evening of the 4th be onet nouncement and will continue till payed at Hank Bros., 212 Broad-'another or t.io gomeone e:se thing in showing that tie y had
2.2R5
Miss Pearl Griffin
the same Potpie will not be counted as *he ti the% its st,
the forte el t'hap to the in.., hit,.'
of the fortunate prize winners. one , July 4, at 9 p. m., at which time a way.
Si DeLverange
2,100
Mies Addis' Bard
es ted mac lift path and began to
of the lucky fifteen-no, one of thekommittee of well-known and trusttheir toreee•eill t•sample IS greater to
a new subseriutioe. •
the
'receiving
three
persons
The
Bayntuvre
3.060
311as Mamie
lift 'hi,
eighteen, because we are Wel worthy citizens will be chosen to de- third highest number of votes in
of the- -country up to nv laptret ami snimithly, butt after
Voting 1Jmnk.
1.813 lucky
Maurice eicintyre
a rds theaeruptan•
ing to add
three
II tCl'.,
more excellent kermlne who are entitled
Until June 6 ne candidete will be . initiate th,•nt than It they ere painGet Cu'- g
be
wild
districts
respective
the
theih
to
1,621
V. B. Fowler
ter as perfect without. tentptation
att.. Poddenlv 1..'1 'o thc ground from a
prises to the already long hat of val-' velem
euet more th•n
awarded the following prises, a 11'011411
1.506
Chas. licwtplf
1
uable gifts. Watch tomorrow's paper:
Might of six fe.l. The aft-Went aes
%elope' w.akneeset.'•
at : tined votes in any one day
$37.50 refrigeratw. displayed
Districts.
'
1.475
L. P. knee
Oldie... all tommuni.atiosta 10
214 for the announcement of these aldi-i The territory covered by The Sun Henneberger s, 422 Broadway. a le -,
!• aneed by
mine (hi ing
y.uiuig aroma
t
I
wrier.
Thomas
M is* Ca
none! prizes. ranging in value from
onteu le pats
Rhodesodds are al against the so' at.tti the motor. and lb, fat,
Thfu
furniture
other
from
or
of
has
been
divided
chair
for
the
Purposes
of
Sleet Marie Wilcox
4912
$50 to $100. three prizes any Off.
man who marries for the purpose of the machlur so that It an,. impoo.,1.0
this contest Into three districts, as Burford's. 112-116 North Fourth. a ..fe
675
Mite Geraldine Gleams
ir....-t.ttnur I le riip.-rOnect.
which -eon may have been wanting follows:
itettlriR / v. n
$25 lady's or man's watch on deplay
,I137
%Hee Jennie Caesar
- for some time past: three that mean
Dietrict 1 comprises_ all of the city: at J. L. Welliver's, 311 Broadway.
Mist, Mary Renclunint
1,20
much to the winners not only for the of Paducah north of Broadway. in'; In addition the management or
602
'Frank Moore
•
present but for years to come; three eluding the north side of Broadway. The Sun will spend $100 in special
595.
Miss Kathy (*nada that will give the winners an oppor- I
District 2 comprises all of the city prizes to be distributed to busy can5145
Harry ladeertit
tunity to acquire assets that will be of Paducah south of Broadway. in- didate* during the progress of the
Hubert Wright
570
.
valuable to them all through life. Icluding the outh side of Broadway. contest, making a grand total of BINCAESE
A-T.1.1.11i ON
HI"
565
Harry Collins
Aim High and Win.
MEMORIAL Irtv SPEle-411.
District 3 comprises all of the ter- more than $2,000 in prizes, to be :
5415
Miss Erneetine Alms
A candidate called up last evening , ritary served by The Sun outside distributed gratis.
561
A. .1. Balteley
and asked to be dropped from the lthe limits of the city of Paducah.
_Table of Values. •
560
Leon R. ((leaves
contest. This candidate was only a I
More Then 52.000 In Prises.
ai
Besides the coupons welch
530
Floyd Swift
%it.'uiu;.t to Make Polititall Capital of
See
couple of thousand votes behind the
Following is a description or the printed daily in The Sun and which
91Ise My Milburn
521
Itt•nsarke By Hi. ippnadistrict feeder: one yearly subscrIP-,:magnificent list of prizes offered for are good for the number of votes
500
Gee. Watts
PU1s,
eon would have put the candidates In the winners. In this contest together
5(10
Printed on thins If voted before tbe
Chas.- Horton
,: the lead Discouraged because one or with
the
errargement
governing
semay
contestants
staled,
limit
time
Clerk Bondurant
two othe:s were a few votes ahead: :heir distribution.
cure gmbeeription votes according to
1/114TRIC1' 2.
:the one had turned in a subscription
The candidate securing the highest the following !schedule:
Washington. June 4 --Secretary of
Miss Mern Nichols
17.906 and the other hadn't:one had worked, number of votes, regardless of disWitr William H. Taft, when impulsed
A. 51,'„ Mew MASS
17,5101 the other had not loafed. There trict, wilt be given The- First Grand For Payment in Advance By Old
that continent had been made by his
Subscribers.
Mien Kate Nennenleeefer • • • • 110.795 are just two qualincations, of condi- : Prize, a $700 double, building lot in
By Mail Vot.,,i rue, rtnee :n his Memorial flay address
By carrier
Sire. John heittiley
10.155 date* in thic contest. one Is stickto-'Gregory Heights, Paducah's prettiest Time
2.2e u rt. New York to Gen. Grant's resigna$.1.04)
$4.7.0
1 year
James. Murray
10.43:1-i ltiveness. the other discouragement: suburb.
leeito teen from the artily before the Civil
2.40
Jessie l'allandirighani
10.3,451the first is going to win, the second: The candidate securing the second S months 3.04
14,0
5,40 : ear, made tlie following statement:
(ism. Denker
960,1s going to lose, in thle or any other! highest number of votes, regardless 1 months 1•50 •
6.410
6,04),
9.iio
Mew liaite Melamine
-I ant very II1Plleh dIstreetsed that
510-l contest.
Stick to' JR
r four weeks. , of district, will be given The Second 2 pears
1
Pithy (-own
f4,475:put
In every good liek ,you can and, grand Prize. a $400.00 two-carat. For Advance Payment by New Sub. anything I have said should he roll,
scribers.
?trued to be an attack on Oen. (Iran,
Wan lArsie Vaughn
7.325 you won't be discouraged.
blue-white diamond, on display at
By Mail Votes memory. I yieel to no man in III%
By Carrier
E. L. Wilson
7.2531
Are you watching the list!
DO to Wolff's jewelry itore. 327 Broad- Time
$3.0.0
4,500 admiratirni for (en. Grant, in
$4 50
tii%
I year
6.290 yen know the standing of fetch can- way.
Mies Maude Russell
2.401) h gti estimate of the remarkable qua]
2.00
MIAs Jeanettf• Douglas
5.4751didate In youv district?
Has anyAfter the judge* of the finish of S months 3.00
1.004 ides and character and of the great
1.00
Mrs. E. E. Buck 4,535 one forged ahead of you since the last' the contest have awarded the Grand 4 months 1.ele
6.04 12,003 debt that the natioir owes him. In
9.00
Miss Ethel Sea(((((n
3,376 r eount?
Some of the candidates are Prises. the games of the two winners 2 years
Subscription payments of lees thau my ntemorial address I attributed h •
'H. G. Jotineton
:1,906 voting the limit this week.
Severe" sill be stricken from the list of conThis spring's display of these negligee furnishings
elite. Doris Martin
2.14)0 turned in enough votes :.esterday to testants and the nine district prizes $1.00 by mall and $1.50 by carrier, resignation Dr!' the army in lteel
will not be accepted as counting for to his weakisi„ tot strong drink, be
A. W. (WWI'
2,1s13 putt them a bit ahead
Arf• you one , will Me awarded as follows:
is the richcbt in the way of material, style and
Thomas potter
cause from M Garland's life of Gen
2.5650 them?
Only three have passed
The three persons who lead their votes.
color it lit me this store has cvei had the pleasure
C'. (i. Kelly
No etnploye of The Sun or member" Grant and the evidence that he cites,
2.210the 20,1)00 mark but there Sr.' others respective districts will be awarded
.1. C. Mitchell
10140:that are running a close race.
a $300 piano, on display at W. T. of an ermploye's family will be allow- and Isom other histories. I evipprieed
of offering the people,
Leo Harm
it was undoubtedly true. I referred
epee. ..1.8351
Wheel Who he the Conte...
Miller & Bros., 520 Broadway, a $150 ed to enter this contest.
Jeff J. Reed
1.3110
The Sun is the anal arbiter in sill to the matter only treatise it seemed
.
Miss Fere.
. Hodge still lead!. with stilt of furniture, displayed at Gara •
Lee Willson.
iVe wish to invite your
1.587 23.026 votes, while Mew Ella IfIll ner Bros., 207-213 South Third, a questions that May arise In conneue- to nee that It was OUP of the greatest
Miss Bertha Speck
1.2761holds second place with 22.447. but $100 buggy and harness, displayed ion with the contest. Candidates by victories of his life that he sutteeattention
to
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line
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John Roam
1.146 the third Wm.e has changed bands: at Powell-Rogers. 129-131
North 'nterIng agree to thew published cou- mrently overcame this weakness.
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1.025 Miss Carrie Chiefs. of
"The wonder of his life was that
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Belts. Blacks, brosone and
3,....1111116111
ammo, Hickman
1 003 polled • 'arse number of 110.ea yes- be given to the three district leaders
C3TA II LISMI.11 111541
The right is reserved to alter these with all the discouragements that he
greys,
.50c
to
$1.50.
7110 lord
encountered before the Civil war, in (2e°. A. liondurrust
and passed A CI liargron. in the order of the number of votes rules should necessity demand.
11040eissira001.11
Mks Mamie Inaynham
613 Palucah R F.D. and now ranks t3) creditedto them.
Contestants may secure subscrip- t-hiding this. he became the nation's
Weary 'Utley
he three persons who receive the tions anywhere they Wish. For in- chief instrument in auppreseing thi•
20.04 11 , less than 3.00ti votes
Met

THREE MORE GRAND PRIZES COMING
WITH THE SPECIALS EVERY WEEK ADD
MUCH MORE INTEREST TO THE RUNNING

FRIDAY 11(90, Kx

I

Fifth Day of the Great Price Concession Sale Includes

l

Sheets,

Toweling,

Cases,

Sheeting,

Spreads,

Ginghams,

Towels,

Calicoes.

20:42 Bath Towels

Extra Large Bath Towels,Bleached

27,00 Bath Towels

81x90 Sheets

White Quilts

Best Calicoes
.%11

5c

$2.60

18 Inch Crash

TAFT DISTRESSED

if you want to
what's ncw in hot
wcathtr furnishings
U) St(' his cast
window.

r

Outing Skirts
Tub Cravats
Cool Underwear

_
Tell Your Oroc.er to

Send

YCnJ

Nothing But

BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS MEAM MEAL
Will not heat or must. You shall know it by its wh.teness.
MtinuffiLALireci Dttily by BRADLEY BROS. -Paducah, Kentucky
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